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Murray Middle saves school
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Thanks to efforts by Murray
Middle School, the future of an
historic schoolhouse now
located in the Murray City Park
is SCCUIr.
A letter from MMS Principal
Pal Seiber was read at Monday
night's Murray-Calloway County Park Board meeting requesting that the school be allowed
to adopt the former Waters
Schoolhouse.
"They asked that we keep the
building in the park so the
school can continue its commitment an the fall," said chairman
Dr. Rob Williams.
The board unanimously
approved the request.
The school, which Was originally located in the New Concord area, was moved to the
park at the request of the local
Retired Teachers Association in
the early 1980s.
Since then, it has become a
victim of vandalism and
neglect.
The board voted in April to
allow 30 days before -deciding
the fate of the schoolhouse. The
park board was unable to
assume responsibility for the
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Middle School will take responsibility for repairs and upkeep
on the Waters School House.
Murray

Man suspect in
other robberies

school because no funds were
available in the budget.
"The students were out working last week on the school,"
said Gary Hohman, park
director.
Board member Danny Hudspeth suggested that the windows of the school receive top
priority.
In other business, the board:
*Discussed the progress made
by the Murray Woman's Club
in its Pennies for the Park
project.
Spearheaded by the Sigma
Department, members of the
Murray Woman's Club have
donated time and effort to raise
money for the park.
Martha Andrus, Murray
Woman's Club president, told
the board that the community is
extremely interested in the park.
"My phone rings continually
with suggestions about what
can be done," she said. "The
most common thing I hear is
that we need to have more
activities than just ball."
The club is concentrating on
raising funds to purchase playground equipment for the Old
City Park.
According to Jcannetta W I-
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Vandalism has been a constant problem at the Waters School House,
located In the Murray-Calloway County Park.
hams, about S24,(X)0 has been
raiscd for the equipment, which
is expected to be installed in
July.

TNT Mart near Hardin, the May
By STACEY CROOK
S robbery at the Cut Mart in
Stan Writer
Hardin, and the early-morning
The man charged with the
at a Draffenville store
robberies
attempted murder of a police
Oak store Sunday.
Lone
and
officer and armed robbery is
Jackson was paroled from the
cash
being held on a S50,000
Kentucky State Reformatory at
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County law enforcement officers
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or what type of charges.
when
armed robberies at other convenistill in the investigative
"It's
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holdup and kidnapping at the • See Page 2
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spent time
Donna Wheatley gathers her berries at Wallace's U-Pick. She was among the many people who
picking strawberries Monday afternoon at various patches in Calloway County.
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Breyer goes to Congress

•Tuesday is the last day to apply for
an absentee ballot for the May 24
Democratic primary election Exceptions
will be granted for medical emergencies
or unexpected absences. Applications
may be obtained from the Calloway
County Clerk's office.
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BRIEFLY....

NOTICE

II Calloway County High Schools softball and baseball learns advanced to
next week's regional tournaments with
the baseball team's 16-6 win over Mayfield and the Lady Lakers' 12-1 win over
Murray High

•Murray Planning Commission will
meet Tuesday at 7 p m in The council
chambers at City Hall
• Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will meet Wednesday at 5 15 p m
in the council chambers at City Hall

HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —•
Gov. Brcreton Jones spent the
last night of a weeklong bus tour
at John James Audubon State
Park,.where he wants the state to
spend S2.5 million to save a rare
collection of the naturalist's
prints and artifacts.
From Henderson, Jones
traveled this morninrto Kentuck‘ Dam Village in Gilbertsville
Aid Lake Barkley State Park,
then back across western Kentucky to Barren River Lake State
Park, ending at My Old Kentucky
Home State Park in Bardstown on
the second day of his "Save Our
State Parks" tour.
Jones on Monday began the
tour in Louisville, to the cheers
of enthusiastic supporters. The
aim of the trip is to promote
funding for a score of large construction projects, including SIO0
-million in repairs for Kentucky's
-Atte parks.
Jones said Monday at the
Audubon State Park Museum that
he would, "go to the end of the
world to save our state parks."
His new list of spending priorities includes S865.0(X) to rcnosate the Tea House at the Audubon park as well as the money to
save the collection previously
leased to the state by Audubon
heirs now fOrced to sell it to cover inheritance taxes.
Although Legislative leaders
have said the- money for the parks
repairs will be in the budget,
Jones said he thinks it's important to take his case to the
people.
"I'm not going to let the state
budget turn its back on the
parks," Jones said.
The governor's initial appearance was at the state fairgrounds
where he promoted a proposed
525 million bond issue to expand
Commonwealth Convention Center and a $7 million state contribution for a new stadium.
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FRUITS OF LABOR

MCCH doesn't
plan layoffs

"Several businesses have
donated time and services to
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UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
Alter three days of delays which
one aid group said cost even
more bloodshed in Rwanda, the
Security Council today voted to
send peacekeeping force to the
war-tom nation to try to protect
refugees and help deliver food
and medicine.
It could still take months for
the all-African force of 5,500 soldiers to arrive, and they will be
allowed to use force only for
self-defense inside designated
aid-dclivcry areas, such as stadiums or refugee camps.
The Security Council hopes
they will nevertheless be able to
stem what it called "a humanitarian crisis of enormous
proportions."
The resolution also imposes an
immediate worldwide arms
embargo on Rwanda.

The Clinton administration
reluctantly supported the resolution under pressure from other
Security Council members anxious to act. The 'United States is
not contributing troops' but will
pay about one-third of the mission's total cost, estimated at
S115 million for six months.
About 200,000 people, mostly
civilians, have been killed in
more than a month of bloodletting between the Central African
country's two main ethnic
groups, the majority Hutus and
minority Tutsis. Nearly 2 million
people have fled, the United
Nations and aid groups say.
Human rights organizations
and aid workers blame militias
led by extremist Hutu politicians
for most of the slaughter, which
began after the president, a Hutu,
died in a mysterious plane crash
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YMCA

SUMMER DAY CAMP
Begins May 31st Until School In August
Time: 6 a.m.-5:30 p.m. • Location: East Elementary
Cost: $12 Per Day For 1st Child
$6 Per Day For Each Additional Child
Ages: 3-14
Field Trips • Games • Swimming
Registration May 19 & 20 • 8 a.m.-6 p.m
And Will Be On-Going Throughout The Summer.
Must Be A Member Of The "Y" To Attend

stage." he said.
According to Murray Police
Chief Larry Elkins, the pursuit
began when officer Nicky Knight
responded to the hold-up alarm at
Nlinit Mart.
Knight was less than a block
from the store, and arrived as a
white Camaro pulled from the
parking lot and headed south at
an excessive rate of speed.
The officer called in a description of the car. Officer Jack Kendall attempted to intercept the
vehicle near 12th and Arcadia
At that point, Jackson allegedly
fired one shot at Kendall.
Elkins said the gun was not
stolen. Jackson told police he

Senior
Portraits

bought it from a friend.
Officers from the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department,
Kentucky State Police and MSU
Public Safety joined in the pursuit that ended in Hazel when
Jackson wrecked his vehicle.
'Elkins said the man got out of
the car, pointed a .44-caliber
Magnum at his chest and
threatened suicide.
Following more than l'/2 hours
of negotiating with Murray Det.
Sgt. Ronald Wischart, Jackson
threw down his weapon and surrendered to police.
During the stand-off, police
closed part of U.S. 641 and evacuated some homes in the area,
Elkins said.
Jackson will appear in Calloway County District Court next
Tuesday for a preliminary hearing to determine if ,there is
enough evidence to send the case
to a grand jury.

help us," she said. "If 7ou ever
think the park is not linportant;
I have five pages of names that
• indicate differently."
Board member Tommy Sanders praised the club for its
work.
"I think this is super," he
said. "It shows what happens
when people get out and work
together."
.Agreed to postpone discussions about the 1994-95 budget
until the June meeting.
Because the county's representatives were not present at
the meeting, the board was
unable to determine if the county could help with the park's
parking lot.
"I was hoping the magistrates
would be here tonight so we
could ask for their assistance
with the park's parking lot,"
Williams said. "The county has
the equipment and we have got
to have the commitment from
the them to at least grade the
area."
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Human Rights Watch/Africa
WOW President Ciii11011. 10 coin-

plain about a "lack of urgency"
and that a delay in Security
Council action on Friday had
meant "three days more of
bloodshed."
Washington had expressed
doubts about where the troops
should be stationed and wanted
more details about how they
would be equipped and whether
the warring parties had agreed to
their presence.
Washington has become more
hesitant about supporting U.N.
peacekeeping efforts in light of
problems in Somalia and Bosnia,
where peacekeepers were sent
even though cease-fires were not
holding. President Clinton
approved a policy May 3 to limit

FROM PAGE 1
amount and we are experiencing
the opposite of what Western
Baptist is experiencing," she said.
Western Baptist's decision to
begin layoffs is linked to efforts
by its parent company, Baptist
Healthcare System, to cut costs.
"Health care reform will cause
changes and we know they are
coming," Hodge said. "At this
point, layoffs are not even in the
cards for Murray."
One of the primary reasons
why many Kentucky hospitals are
facing financial difficulties is
because of a 2.5 percent provider
tax on hospitals' gross revenues.
According to Danny Waiters,
MCCH financial director, the
provider tax will cost MCCH
approximately SI million
annually.
Western Baptist and Lourdes
will pay about S2 million.
"It is a lot of your operation
and it is just a straight expense

•Jones...

FROM PAGE 1

Dixieland Center (In the Breezeway) Chestnut SL • Murray • 753-7050

April 6.
The New York-based group
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FROM PAGE 1
He said the convention center
expansion would create 1,600—
new jobs and mean an additional
S50 million to Louisville's
economy.
Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson and Louisville football coach
Howard Schnellenberger were on
hand to greet Jones. So were
about a hundred supporters of
Louisville area projects, including dozens wearing "Build it, We
Will Come," u:shirts in support
of the stadium.
"You're willing to put over 85
percent, actually I think it works
out to 88 percent of the money
up, and ask the state for about 12
percent ... Well if we can't do
tqat, well then shame on us and
we're going to do it," Jones said.
The General Assembly passed
a 1994-96 budget during its regular session, but Jones vetoed it
because it did not include funding
for the projects.
Jones plans to 41 lawmakers
into special session on June 6 to
pass a budget before the new fiscal year begins on July 1.
Meanwhile, Senate President
John "Eck" Rose said he thinks
Jones is promoting more than
state park funding with the bus
tour,
Rose said on WLEX-TV's
"Your Government" program on
Sunday that money for parks
repair find its way into the

CLARIFICATION

• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
Last Main St.

753-4461

15

And these great low rates aren't just for people on
the go. Talk to us about a loan,for home
improvement, higher education, and much more

There's no better time to visit The Cumberland for
a loan We'll give you Quick Answers on your
loan application too For extended banking hours,
visit a Cumberland BankIng Center inside many
Kroger stores
Call a Cumberland installment loan specialist for
details today. while the going is still good.
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Safeguard America Inc., will not
cease operations at the end of the
June as reported in Friday's Ledger. Plant manager Randy Shekall
said the closing date is still
indefinite.
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The mission is likely to face
problems from the start.
The vote on the peacekeepers
was unanimous, but at Bicamumpaka's request,ea separate vote
was held on some of the other
provisions so Rwanda, one of the
Security Council's 15 members,
could vote againft the arms
embargo.

gr

we have to overcome," Waiters
said. "You pay per month based
on your gross revenues
collected."
Although the provider tax is
not exactly new, it was increased
last July. In addition, the state no
longer reimburses hospitals for
indigent care.
"These are people who fall
behind the poverty guidelines,"
he said. "In the past, the state
reimbursed us for their care."
In addition, reimbursements for
Medicare and Medicaid have not
been increased, which makes it
difficult for hospitals to meet the
provider tax.
"We built the provider tax into
our budget this year and this will
be the first full fiscal year with
the tax," he said. "It is hard to
overcome something like this
because it is hard to pass that
kind of increase to those who
pay. We're caught in a squeeze."

budget without too much trouble.
And Rose said Jones also
knows that, but is hitting the road
to try to get money for extra projects Rose said the state can't
afford.
"Nobody has a problem doing
repair and renovation," Rose
said. "His (Jones) bus tour is in
actuality about funding golf
courses and stadiums and things
of that nature."
Rose added that he thinks
Jones is "not being forthcoming
with the public."
Rose has said he wants to put
the money for parks repairs in the
budget. But he is not sure about
borrowing money for the other
construction projects.
Jones said the state will end
the fiscal year June 30 with at
least $35 million more in revenue
than expected. He wants most of
that money to be spent on park
repairs on a cash basis. He wants
to issee bonds for only one project in the first year of the coming budget — the new University
of Kentucky library.
If, after the first year of the
budget, it becomes clear that the
extra $35 million a year will continue to flow into state coffers,
Jones' plan calls for issuing nearly $280 million in bonds to pay
for a score of other construction
projects.

•Breyer...

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Car-

Our new Low Rates on installment loans mean you
can really go for it Go sailing Go cycling Go on
vacation Go out and get that new car or truck Or
just go fishing

such operations in time and cost
and clearly define their goals in
advance.
In voting for the resolution, the
United States asked U.N.
Secretary-General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali to report "as soon
as possible" on whether the warring parties would cooperate and
agree to a cease-fire; what
resources for the mission were
available; and how long it would
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FROM PAGE 1
presidential candidate Patrick
Buchanan.
"There is clear evidence that
on some of the most profound
issues facing our society, he will
legislate from the bench," she
said.
"As a law clerk to Justice
Arthur Goldberg, Mr. Breyer is
credited with drafting the Griswold vs. Connecticut decision
that created the so-called right to
privacy," she said. A few years
later, Justice Harry Blackmun,
the justice Breyer would replace,
used that in the Roc vs. Wade
decision legalizing abortion, she
noted.
He also expressed concern
about Breyer's death penalty
views, which are unknown since
the 1st Circuit covers states without capital punishment.
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PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
The man who clubbed Nancy
Kerrigan in the knee and his getaway driver got VA years behind
bars from a judge who said they
violated the peaceful spirit of the
Olympics.
Shane Stant, who knocked Kerrigan out of the U.S. figure skating championships, and his uncle
Derrick Smith, who drove the
getaway car. pleaded guilty Monday to conspiracy to commit
assault.
Shawn Eckardt. Harding's
bodyguard, pleaded guilty to
racketeering for helping conceive
the plot to boost Harding's
chances of making the 1994
Oly mpics.
"One of the purposes of the
Olympics is to foster peace
among nations in a peaceful athletic competition." Circuit Judge

Philip Abraham said. You gentlemen have introduced violence
into this revered tradition.—
Tlie three men had agreed to
plead guilty in exchange for
1 .. % -year prison terms.
SunL 22. and Smith. 29, were
led from the courtroom to begin
serving their sentences. Abraham
agreed to a request from the
26-year-old Eckardt to delay his
sentencing until July 11. The reason for the postponement was not
disclosed.
Slant and Smith admitted they
conspired with Eckardt and Harding's former husband, Jeff Gillooly, to injure Kerngan. Gillooly
has said the three men were paid
about 55,000 but expected to earn
much more serving as bodyguards to other skaters frightened
by the attack.

Kerrigan was struck in the
knee with a metal baton Jan. 6 as
she left practice at the national
championships in Detroit. Harding then won the U.S. title and
the Olympic berth that came with
it.

ordered to undergo psychiatric
counseling.

Kerrigan was named to the
Olympic team anyway and won a
silver medal. Harding finished
eighth.

Smith also implied that Harding was in on the plot.

"I feel that if she's going to
continue to act in the manner in
which she has, she should
become a better liar," Eckardt
said as he left the courtroom.

Harding, who insists she didn't
know about the attack beforehand, pleaded guilty March 16 to
conspiring to hinder prosecution.

"1 recognize that an individual
may publicly deny the truth; yet
one day within their soul they too
will acknowledge the truth," he
said in a written statement that
didn't mention Harding by name.

She was placed on three years'
probation, ordered to perform 500
hours of community service,
forced to resign from competitive
skating, fined $160,000 and

Gillooly has pleaded guilty to
racketeering in a deal that calls
for a two-year prison sentence
and a S100,(100 fine at sentencing
July 5.
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SMITHFIELD, N.C. (AP) —
Investigators want to know why a
trailer full of cat-box litter Came
loose from a freight train, causing
an Amtrak wreck that killed one
person and injured more than 350
others.
The CSX freight train and
Amtrak's Silver Meteor were
passing on side-by-side tracks
about 6 feet apart just before
dawn Monday when the Silver
Meteor rammed the trailer jutting
out into its path.
All but one of the Silver
Meteor's 19 cars derailed.
"Wdlen I woke up,. I saw
everybody on the floor and crying and yelling," said 13-yearold Shantac Taylor, one of 43
Miami youngsters returning from
j chorus competition in Washington. "Windows were broken, and
there was stuff all over the

floor.'
The assistant engineer driving
the Amtrak train, Brooks Woodward, 41, of Laurinburg, was
killed. Ten people remained hospitallied today, including engineer William Black, who was in
serious condition with broken
legs and a concussion.
Just after the accident, Black
told an Amtrak transportation
manager that "all of a sudden a
trailer came out in front of me,"
said Carl Vogt, chairman of the
National Transportation Safety
Board.
NTSB investigators focused on
how the truck trailer was
anchored to the flatbed car carrying it.
Scrapes discovered on the
flatbed car may indicate the trailer broke loose, Vogt said.
The mechanism that locks the
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RUSUMO BRIDGE, Rwanda
AP) — A vivid rainbow arches
over the churning cataract below
the falls on the Kagera River.
Bloated bodies bob and spin in
the foam.
The vista of beauty and butchery at the Rusumo Falls has
become a symbol of the mass
slaughter in Rwanda.
A Rwandan border guard
flicked a cigarette butt down toward the chocolate brown water —
.where the body of a baby rocked
against a boulder — and blew out
a thin line of smoke through
cracked teeth.
At leaSi 15 — sometimes 25 —
bodies cascade over the falls
these days, he said. Last week,
the count was closer to 50.
On one side of the river .is
Rwanda, where an estimated
200,0(X) people have been slaughtered since the president was
killed in a mysterious plane crash
April 6. On the other side is Tantania, where at least 250,000
people who fled the fighting have
created the world's largest refugee camp.

Refugees now swim across the
fast-moving Kagera River or use
crude canoe ferries. Bodies float
past them toward the falls.
Many corpses rest in the whirlpools and eddies in a rounded
basin below the falls. On Sunday,
at least 10 victims bobbed in the
choppy water.
In one cove filled with green
flotsam, a man's torso brushed up
against the corpse of a baby. Two
other bodies — hideously bloated
and bleached by sun and &corn-
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ond trailer on the same flatbed
car didn't come loose but was
destroyed when the car
overturned.
The trailer had been loaded
onto the train in Orlando, Fla., on
Saturday. Videotapes made when
the train stopped in Savannah,
Ga., and Charleston, S.C., will be
examined to determine if the
trailer was out of alignment at
those stops.
It was the fifth Amtrak wreck
in about 14 months, said Amtrak
spokesman Cliff Black. The
worst wreck in Amtrak history
was in September: Forty-seven
people were killed when a train
plunged off a bridge into a bayou
in Mobile, Ala. A runaway barge
had apparently knocked the
bridge out of alignment.

1001 Whitnell Dr
Murray, KY 42071
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position like all the rest — were
spun around by the current.
A little bit downstream, two
other bodies rose and fell with
the swells. One body was missing
an arm. Another still was
wrapped in tattered clothing.
A body flopped over the crest
of the falls. Several minutes later
it emerged in the foam, its arms
flailing like a tired swimmer.
The river carves through lush
valleys of ferns and hardwood
trees. It runs north toward Lake
Victoria in Uganda
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'94 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER

$141,901

America's favorite mini-van
and real value is why. Automatic, air conditioning, 7
passenger seating, power
lift gate release, body side
moulding, under seat storreclining
drawer,
age
bucket seats, map and
cargo Ides, AM/FM stereo, driver and passenger air bags,
side door beams + more. Meets 1998 Car Safety
Standards

Cainise
Hwy, 641 N. • Murray

753-6448

4itc.
HIWARD LYONS
753-3364
Court
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The NEW, IMPROVED ORIGINAL
mulching mower now has...
• Lightweight Cast Aluminum Deck
• Single-lever height adjustment for all four wheels
• Multiple speed transmisslon
• Blade Brake Clutch (5.5HP Model)
• Easy-to-reach and use controls
• Grass Bagger option
• 5 Models to choose from, 4 - 5.5HP
No-Money-Down
• Covered by exclusive 7-Year Warranty
Financing Available
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Given market fluctuations, volatile interest rates, and
changing market conditions, we believe that investment
decisions should reflect your long-term strategy. Investors
who buy and hold equities for the long term, rather than
trying to time the market, should be less concerned with
periods of short-term volatility. When making any
investment decision, your individual needs and goals, risk
tolerance, and investment horizon need to be evaluated.
If you would like a professional,objective perspective of
how current market conditions might affect your holdings
tomorrow,call Hilliard Lyons today.
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FROM OUR READERS
Murray teachers do a `superb job

•

Dear Editor:
I am bursting with pride with the excellent teaching program
being carried out by our Murray Independent Schools. My hat is off
to every teacher, including administrators and staff. Murray
Schools have held high standards with an abundance of school
pride for the 30 years my children and grandchildren have been in
attendance.
I have been made acutely aware these past two years of the
superb job the current teachers are doing through my granddaughter
at Robertson School. She had her kindergarten year there last year
and is in the new P.2 program with P.1 in the same room this year.
It is amazing to me the enthusiasm she has for learning, the exciteanent she_has-about schocd_the• understanding she has about what
school is about, the perspective of all her studies and her capacity
to make all things relative. It's positively beautiful to me to sit and
listen to her read. She reads with such clarity, expression, joy
where indicated and sad where otherwise, noting every mark of
punctuation. She's had only one year of learning to read. She tackles any word and breaks it down until she can pronounce it. Of
course this reading is on her level of understanding. But some of
the words arc long like "superstitions" or "nonchalance" and the
meaning needs explanation for her.
To do this well, she has to have excellent teachers, ones who
teach and motivate. These teachers are: classroom. Rebecca Cunningham; aide Susan Simmons; communications, Donna Alexander;
computers, Cathy Elias; librarian, Willie Belle Farless: music, Kim
Black; art, Carl Flood; and physical education, L.E. Clifford. Thank
you. I am so proud of you. I know all the others are good teachers
too. I failed to mention Mary Frank Valentine. She has been outstanding for my granddaughter.
I am aware that our classroom teachers need more adult help to
carry the heavy load they have. Let's get behind them 100 percent.
Should you be critical of the job our teachers are doing, Q. Public, walk in their moccasins just one full school day before you
criticize.
I was careful to write this letter to you, Ms. Editor, near the end
of school so that I would not look like an apple polisher for my
own granddaughter.
Edith Divine Noffsinger
1109 Olive Street, Murray

Some things-never change
When I was growing up. May
was dedicated to Mary, a monthlong celebration marked by special prayers and capped by ceremonies in which statues of the
Blessed Mother were crowned
with diadcms of fresh spring
flowers. In my school. St. Francis, individual classes held a daily crowning, with each girl
responsible to show up on her
assigned morning with an appropriate hand-made coronet that she
would place on the icon while the
rest of the class sang the song.
"Oh Mary we crown thee with
blossoms today."
Around Mother's Day, the
Sodality, a Catholic high school
girls' club of sorts, conducted an
elaborate service in the church
itself. The president, decked out
in a wedding gown, got to place a
Iloral wreath on the head of the
large statue of Mary that was
moved to the center of the altar
for the occasion. The attendants
were the other officers of the
organization, each one garbed in
pale blue chiffon and carrying a
basket of rose petals that were
strewn up the aisles of the church
during the processional.

MAIN
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Constance Alexander
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Ledger & fines colwnnig
There were the pre-Vatican II
years, when eating meat on Friday was still a one-way ticket to
eternal damnation, and girls
searing lipstick to school were
jdmpn istied to scrub off their
makeup with Old Dutch Cleanser.
Since that time, however, lots of
things seem to have changed.
Today nuns wear pantsuits;
priests write bestselling novels;
the faithful can attend mass
Saturday night if they want to
.leep late Sunday morning.
Although some rituals are vastly different than they were when
1_ was a child. I discovered on A
recent visit to a Catholic school
in Louisville that the May crowning is alive. and well.
A half-hour before the ceremony, the principal of the school
comes on over the loudspeaker to
announce the route each class

will take to the church next door.
The eighth graders I am talking
to roll their eyes as Sister drones
through 10 minutes of detailed
instructions about who goes
where, but they don't whisper
among themselves or make sardonic remarks.
When the signal from the front
office comes, the class stands and
files out, slipping in behind the
seventh graders just as the principal ordered. As they step outside,
I can hear the amplified voice of
the principal leading the children
in antiphonal prayer.
When I was in school, the nuns
used a bullhorn and an elaborate
set of signals given with a metal
clicker to herd us into proper processional formation. Now the
accoutrements are more hightech. Sister has some kind of

small electronic device that efficiently trumpets her voice to the
farthest reaches of the vast
church. The children are obedient
on cue, and the ceremony goes
off without a hitch.
The principal notices that I am
taking notes in church, and when
I see her observing me an old
fear comes back. She has no ruler
poised to rap me on the knuckles,
but I hide my pen just the same.
"If you write about us, I hope
you will send me a copy," she
says.
I mumble an answer, not wanting to promise anything I'll
regret.
One day at a Catholic school in
Louisville transports me back to
my dear old St. Francis, but I
don't know if I want to confess
that to this principal. The rooms
smell of chalk dust and holy
water, just like they did in the old
days. The children recite memorized prayers they don't understand, the way we did. The environment is still restrained and
repressive, as if youth and
exuberance were not meant to go
together, as if children were wild
things that needed to be broken.

Crime Bill takes away some rights
Dear Editor:
Tom Barlow has told everyone that he voted against the weapons
ban amendment. He did vote against it, but you watch what happens when the Crime Bill comes up in the House for vote. I would
bet the farm that he will vote for it and say he didn't have a choice.
His reason will be that we must be serious about crime. This will
be the excuse that these people who are going up for election will'
use. If you will look at the people who voted against the weapons
ban, they are people who were up for election this year or people
who are retiring after their term runs out. Those people have
nothing to fear because they know we will forget in two years or
more who voted for what.
Also included in the Crime Bill is the taking away of our rights
for free assembly and the right of protest. The bill includes a provision that if you demonstrate in front of an abortion clinic and
someone complains that you were blocking or harassing them, this
can be only signs or such, you are in violation and can get up to 18
months in jail and a fine on top of that. The government can also
under the RICO Act take all of your property.
This is Clinton and the Washington elite.
We have enough bills against crime if they would just enforce
them. Their hidden agenda is to create a new world order. This new
order is the brainchild of the Tri-lateral Commission on Foreign
Relations and the Bloomberg Commission. With the guns out of the
hands of the citizens and foreign troops to enforce the gun laws,
they can have their way with the United States. WE ARE GOING
TO BECOME PEASANTS FOR THE ELITE.
There is on the drawing board a plan called "The Oregon Plan."
When the health plan is passed, then this plan will be put into law
by Congress. This plan will give health care to all Americans under
50 years of age. If you are over 50 years of age, you will be given
health care only on a standby basis — in other words, wait to die.
The so-called elite will always have health care.
Pray, people, that we can have a leader who can lead us out ot
,this, and it is not Bill Clinton.
Max T. Canad
Route 5, Box 747, Murray
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Dear Editor:
Thank you to all the many generous and supportive individuals
and organizations who so freely contributed to the very successful
Need Line-WSJP-Kenlake Golf Tournament on April 23. Our special thanks to the Murray Ledger & Times, WSJP-AM and Kenlake
State Resort Park, as well as more than 40 other sponsors who supported this event.
This event was a fundraiser for Murray-Calloway County Need
Line. Last year more than 1,800 individuals and families who were
really hurting were assisted. This help was in the way of expenses
for food, rent, utilities, medical expenses and emergency
transportation.
Everett L. Craig, Tournament Chairperson
Need Line, 607 Poplar Avenue, Murray

Facility to preserve auto history?
Dear Editor:
Is there interest in and would it be worthwhile to preserve automobile history in western Kentucky somewhere on U.S. 641 in
Murray? Maybe in the area of the Chamber of Commerce building.
Would it be of value for historical and educational purposes to
have vehicles and memorabilia loaned or donated?
Just a thought that keeps coming to mind.
Paul Lynn
1668 Ryan. Murray
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That old, gray area
(Mike Royko is on vacation.
During his absence, we are reprinting some of his favorite columns. This column was originally
published on Dec. 20, 1976.)
By Mike Royko
It can be infuriating the way
minor government officials take
their power and flaunt it.
For example, my driver's license
expired, so the other day I went to
the secretary of state's offices on
Elston Avenue in Chicago to get it
renewed.
A little lady behind the counter
was filling out the application form.
Height.. weight...
"Color of eyes?" she asked
"Brown."
"Color of hair?"
She glanced at my head.
"Brown?"
"Uh-huh. Brown I've always had
brown hair."
She looked dubious and said: "I'd
say it is, uh, gray."
"Well, in this light, I suppose
there's a little gray mixed in with the
brown."
She squinted her eyes,studied my
head more intensely, and said;"No,
it's mostly gray."
"On the sides, yes. "I'm probably
getting a little gray along the
sideburns."
"Sir, you don't have much hair
anywhere but on the sides."
"Look," I said, "what's the big
deal? This is just a form."
"I know, sir, but we're supposed
to try to get it right. For identification purposes. So I'll put down..."
"What about grayish brown?"
"I'm sorry, we can only use one
color."
"That's a ndiculous rule • There
are many colors that cant

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicaoirl columnist
scribed in one word."
"I don't make the rules, sir."
"Well, this is silly."
Which it was, of course. All my
life, on every piece of identification
I have ever had,the color of my hair
has been listed as brown. And
suddenly this woman, who obviously had weak eyes, the way she
squinted, was being arbitrary.
I showed her my company identification card. "See, right there it
says brown."
"That's not official, sir."
"Look at my company ID photograph. Does the hair look gray? It's
brown. Almost jet black,as a matter
of fact."
"Is that you?"
"Of course it's me."
"My, you used to be a nicelooking man."

"Oh, for Pete's sake," I said,
which is all a person can say when
they are dealing with someone that
negative.
A supervisor walked over and
said: "Some kind of problem here?"
"Yes," I said. "I don't want my
driver's license to contain inaccurate information."
The woman looked indignant and
said: "Just a moment, sir!"
The supervisor said: "What kind
of inaccurate information?"
"Oh, it's not that important," I
said. "Let's get on with it."
"The gentleman says his hair is
brown," the woman said.
The supervisor gawked at my
hair, shook his head, and said: "It is
gray. What there is of it.'
"Ha!" I said. "My father always

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP, TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
207-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONA'ELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

told me that you can't fight City
Hall."
"This isn't City Hall," the supervisor said. "This is a state office."
"Look, I don't have all day," I
said. "Can't we get this over with?"
(I knew there was no point in
arguing. These government people
al ways band together against us. My
hair could have been purple and he
would have agreed with her.)
"All right," the lady said. "I'll put
down gray."
"You couldn't make it pale
brown?"
"I'm sorry, sir, but it's really ...
"Oh, go ahead."
And she did. She actually wrote it
down.Gray.GRAY!On my driver's
license.
Not that I care. Who is ever going
to see it, really?
Nobody. Except maybe a traffic
policeman.
What is the policeman going to
think, seeing "gray" on a driver's
license that belongs to a guy with all
that thick, bushy brown hair?
And what if it is a policewoman?
Later that evening. I was having
dinner with some friends and told
them about the incredibly colorblind license clerk.
"Don't feel bad," one of my
friends said. "Paul Newman is almost entirely gray."
I felt better.
"And Marlon Brando is getting
fat," another friend said.
"And Steve McQueen is getting all
wrinkled," someone else said.
I really felt good.
"So," one of my friends concluded, "you've got it all — gray,
Fat, and wrinkled. You're a superstar "
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Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Matheny

Calloway couple holds
their 70th celebration
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Matheny observed their 70th wedding
anniversary on Tuesday. May 10.
They celebrated the event with family and friends.
The couple was married May 10, 1924, by the Rev. W.G. Blakley at
the home of bride's parents.
Mrs. Matheny, the former Susie Smith, is the daughter of W.H.
Smith and Lindsey Ann Smith.
Mr. Matheny is the son of Bailey Matheny and Nannie Roberts
Matheny.
They have one son, Howrd Matheny; one grandson, Kelvin
Matheny and wife, Lisa; one granddaughter, Meta Ann Brewer and
husband. Mark; one great-granddaughter, Sabrina Brewer.
Mr. and Mrs. Matheny are members of Westside BaptistsChurch.
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Tuesday, April 19
Guilt Lovers of Murray/6
p in/Calloway County Public library.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club/open meeting for special concerV7 p.m./club house.
Wranglers Riding Club/7 p.m./North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
First Baptist Church events include
Mother's Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Chronic Illness Support Group/7 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
TOPS 834/First Presbyterian Church/6
p.m. Info/759-9964.
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American. Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Breastfeeding Support Group/6:30-8
p.m./Board Room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/753-3381 or
762-1425.
Cancer Support Group meeting/3p.m./Educational Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1389 or 762-1447.
Bereavement Support Group
meeting/4:30 p.m./Education Unit,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1389.
Murray Planning Commission/7
p.m./City Hall.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4414.
Wrather. West Kentucky Museum at
Murray State University open/1.30 to
4.30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m -4.30 p m. Info/762-3383.
Wednesday, May 18
Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments,'5.15 p miCity Hall.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a m and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Oaks Country Club Ladies' Bridge,
Golfl9 30 a m • luncheon/noon
Ladies Golf Play at Murray Country
Club/9:30 a m
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
discussion/11 a.m /American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 p m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Senior Golf League/8 a rn
Memorial Golf Course

Wednesday, May 18
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m ./for
senior citizens activities. Pinochle
Pals play/1 p.m.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Murray Post
Office/8.30-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3
p.m.
Young-at-Heart Group of St. Leo's
Catholic Church/noon potluck.
New Life Christian Center service/7
p.m. at 1619 Martin's Chapel Road.
First Christian Church events include
Evangelism Committee/noon; Choir
practice/7:30 p.m.
Community Baptist Church events
include prayer meeting/6 p.m. in Dixieland Shopping Center.
Dexter Baptist Church worship.'6:30
p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Prayer meeting and Youth and
Missions Groups/7 p.m., Choir
Rehearsa1/8 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include Baptist Men, Baptist Young.
Women, Baptist Women, Hattie Lee
Galloway Group/7 p.m.; Choir
Practice/8 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.; Session meeting/7:30 p.m.
-First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer/10
a.m.: Children's Handbell Choir/3:15
p.m.; Turner Covenant Prayer and
Mid-High Bible Study/6 p.m.; Sr. High
Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Ladies' Bible Study/10 a.m.; Third
Grade Sunday School Social/4:30 p.m.
at City park; Fellowship supper/5:30
p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; Business
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Kid's Klubs, Bible Explosion, Youth
Bible Study, and Adult Bible Study/7
p.m.; Teachers' meeting/8 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Bible Classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ events
include Ladies Bible Class/9:30 a m.,
Bible Classes/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum at
Murray State University/open/8 30
a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 1:30-430 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Planetarium Show/11 a.m. and
2 p m /Golden Pond Planetarium;
Homeplace and Woodlands/open 9
a m -5 p m Info/1-502-924-5602.

Jonetta Wiechec of Bardwell announces thc engagement and
approaching marriage of her daughter, Phyllis Marie Wiechec, to
Anthony Douglas Atkins, son of Bob and Betty Sue Atkins of Murray.
Miss Wiechec is the daughter of the late Frankie J. Wiechec and
Margaret Steele, and the granddaughter of the late Sophia Sampson.
Mr. Atkins is the grandson of Myron and Erlene Culp arid of Euple
. Atkins and the late Brent Atkins. all of Murray.
The .bhde-clect, a 1990 honor graduate of Carlisle County High
School, is a candidate for graduation at Murray State University with
a Bachelor of Arts in Business degree with an emphasis in accounting.
She is also a candidate for a Murray State University Honors

Diploma.
The groom-elect is a 1989 graduate of Murray High School. He is
employed as an apprentice electrician with Hill Electric Co. of
Murray.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, June 18, at 7
p.m. at Mississippi Baptist Church, Highway 123, Bardwell. A prelude
of nuptial music featuring the Calvary Connection will begin at 6 p.m.
A reception will follow in the church's fellowship hall.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Wednesday golf lineup set for
Murray Country Club ladies
Ladies of the Murray Country
Club will begin golf play on
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. There
will he a golf meeting following
play.
Those not listed in the lineup
hut desiring to play, come and be
paired at the tee. hostesses will
be Tonja Fike and Nancy Irawick. If a person is unable to
ploy, she should call one of the
hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 — Laverne Ryan, Beth
Belote and Ann Brown.
Tee 3 — Billie Wilson, Billie
Cahoon and Martha Sue Ryan.
Tee 4 — Norma Frank, Shirley
Jenstrom and Rainey Apperson.
Tee 5 — Mary Bogard, Tonja
Eike, Inus Orr and Diane
Villanova.
Tee 6 — Beverly Noland, Betty Stewart, Evelyn Jones and Betty Lowry.
Tee 7 — Sue Outland, Mary
O'Day, Freda Steely and Peggy
Shoemaker.
Winners of play on May 1include:
Tied for medalists — Betty
Lowry, Evelyn Jones and Toni
Hopson.
Championship flight — Betty
Lowry, first; Betty Stewart and
Inus On, tied for second.
First flight — Toni Hopson
and Evelyn Jones, tied for first
and Sue Outland, second.
Second flight — Norma Frank,
first, and Shirley Jenstrom,

CCMS students
win at contest
CLARKSVILLE, Tcnn. —
Eighth Grade students from Calloway County Middle School
won top honors at Austin Peay
State University's recent Junior
High School/Middle School
Mathematics Contest.
Sixth, Seventh and Eighth
Graders competed separately
against other students from
middle Tennessee and southern
Kentucky. Several hundred students were on campus for the
event.
The top eighth-grade student
from Calloway was Laurie Witte.
She also was a member of Calloway's Eighth Grade Team which
second place overall in team honors. Other members include Kenny Ernstherger, Erica Stickler and
Ty Fichig.
Laurie Witte was also the firstplace winner in individual competition, and Kenny Ernstberger
was second-place winner.
APSU's Dr. Nell Rayburn,
assistant professor of mathermatics, and Dr. Tom Hamel, professor of mathematics, coordinated
the contest.
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PAW PRINTS

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise

North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's

•Ilk
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Every dog
a%
should wear a ••
collar with .3
tags; identificaaidA
tion, rabies,
41,7
and a license.
If the collar is
for a pup, re- 4.
member to increase the size
of the collar as
a pup grows.
Your cat needs
tags too.
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Boone's Laundry

Ca in. — $100 Each

National Guard Armory

—1,1k1k-ims Welcome—
NO Maple • Murray • 753-6999

Kathie Gentry, director of Murray -Calloway Count Need I inc. has
issued a need for items for the pantry to fill food baskets for the
clients. Needed arc dry beans, canned fruit, powdered milk, cut ker,.
cereal, and canned and instant potatoes. These may he taken to the
Need Linc office at George Wcaks Community Center between the
hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
at '
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Need Line pantry items needed

759-9701

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
• 1

Mrs. Roseanne Elder of Murray announces the approaching
marriage of her daughter. Elizabeth Courtney Elder, to Christopher
Anthony C-IiriZo, son of Thomas Francis Carrico Jr. and the late Stella
Miller Carrico.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mrs. Elder and the late William
Stephen Elder Sr. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ruth Elder and the
late John Elder of Fancy Farm and the late Mr. and Mrs. John Itii
land of Beacon, N.Y.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Lucille Carrico and the
late Thomas Francis Carrico Sr. of Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Miller of Leitchfield.
Miss Elder graduated from Mayfield High School in 1090. She sill
recei‘e a bachelor of science degree from Murray State l'mversnyin
May 1994 w ith a major in mathematics and a nontir in chemistr .
Mr. Carrico is a 1988 graduate of Mayfield High School. Ile graduated trom Murray State University in 1993 where he earned a
bachelor of science degree with a major in mathematics and a.minor
in computer information systems. He is employed at Mid-Continent
Spring Company, Hopkinsville.
2
The wading vows will be solemniied on Saturday. June 25,
p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church, Murray.
A reception will follow in the Parish Center at the church.
No invitations are being sent. All relatives and friends are !mired ft
al find the wedding and the reception.

sccund.
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Bullish veterans
playing key roles
in Chicago's run
By BILL BARNARD
AP Sports Writer

•

NEW YORK (AP) — Phil
Jackson is geuing every scrap of
value out of the older players
who helped the Chicago Bulls
win three consecutive NBA titles.
Bill Cartwright, 36, and John
Paxson, 33, both might be playing thcir final years after missing
a combined 95 regular-season
games with injuries. But both
played key roles as the Bulls
evened their best-of-7 series with
the New York Knicks with a
95-83 victory Sunday.
"I had players in at the end
who had started for past championship teams, because those
players know how to execute
under duress." Jackson said.
Paxson played just 18 minutes
in the game, but he was in for all
hut 31/i minutes of the fourth
quarter, hitting all three of his
shots.
"We got a great lift from
Pax," said starting guard B.J.
Armstrong, who replaced Paxson
in the starting lineup. "He gave
ts. another shooter out there."

Cartwright scored just two
points, but he played an important role in holding Knicks center
Patrick Ewing to 18 points, 16
fewer than he had Friday night.
"Bill just played a few
minutes in the Cleveland series,"
Knicks coach Pat Riley said.
'They were saving him, and he's
doing a good job. He believes
he's the only guy in the league
who can guard Patrick Ewing."
The Bulls and Knicks split the
first four games the last two
times they met in the playoffs,
with Chicago winning the fifth
game on both occasions.
That's- tlt situation going into
Game 5 again this year, and
while the Knicks claim the past
has no bearing on the future, they.
realize Wednesday night's game
at Madison Square Garden likely
will be pivotal again.
"Game 5 is very important,
because everyone knows what
happened last year," forward
Anthony Mason said. "We are
going to have to play exceptionally hard if we arc going to win."

MARK YOUNG tedge a Times photo

Calloway County's Shawn Waller tags out a Mayfield player at third base Monday. Waller was 2 for 4 on the day with six RBIs, including a
three-run homer, as the Lakers routed Mayfield 16-6 in the Fourth District tournament at Mayfield High School.

Lakers top Cards in opener
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

Phoenix riding 'wagon'
into Game 5 at Houston
By BILL BARNARD
AP Basketball Writer
The Phoenix Suns are taking
their "Chuck ,wagon" along
when they take to the road again.
The road has been friendly,
indeed, to the Suns and Houston
Rockets in their Western Conference semifinal series, with the
home team losing all four games
so far.
Tonight, it's Houston's turn to

try and win at home, and, Suns
guard Kevin Johnson, despite
scoring 38 points the last two
games, says Charles Barkley is
the player Phoenix will turn to.
"We're going to ride the
'Chuck wagon' as long as we
can," Johnson said. "As long as
we're breathing, we're going to
jump on his back. We're not worried. He doesn't play badly in too
many ballgames.

!MAYFIELD — The Mayfield
Cardinals made a mistake in
their Fourth District tOtanaMent
game against Calloway County
Monday. Then they made
another, and another and
another...

N1a)field wound up committing seven fielding errors in
Monday's game, and coupled
with good offensive production
Irom the Laker bats and a
strong pitching performance
from Jay Herndon, Calloway
tweeted to a 16-6 win to move
into Wednesday's championship
game against the winner of
today's Murray-Marshall Coun-

Rookie HR
lifts Texas
to 11-7 win

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
For Murray High's softball
team, Monday was Pick Your
Poison Day at Murray-Calloway
County Park: Calloway County or
Marshall County?
That's what faced Murray High
during the Fourth District Tournament yesterday.
"I can't think of any tougher
district." said Murray coach
David Carr of facing the two regional powers.
Murray High drew a bye in the
first round and had to wait as
Calloway and Marshall battled it
.out in the first game. A sacrifice

Rusty Greer felt like any anxious rookie. Good thing for him
and the Texas Rangers he didn't
hit like one.
Greer, coming off a sleepless
night and a full day of traveling,
homered and drove in three runs
in his major league debut Monday night, helping the Texas Rangers beat the Oakland Athletics
11-7 in 10 innings.

1›
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Bob Welch, 0-5 with a 9.53
ERA this season, gave up six
runs in the first inning and got
only two outs. It was his shortest
start since 1982, when he pitched
for Los Angeles.

Jay that he threw a good pitch
and the guy just hit it, so it
didn't bother him as much and
he shook it off."
!Mayfield's fielding problems
started early in the bottom of
the first when Calloway leadoff
hitter Travis Anderson beat out
a bunt. He then stole second,
took third on a wild pitch and
scored on a single by Mitch
!McClain.
The Lakers wound up scoring
four runs in their initial at-bat
before Mayfield recorded a
single out against them. Wesley
Cogdell and Brent Anderson
both doubled in the first to
bring home runs and a bad
pickoff attempt brought home

another as Calloway took the
lead for good.
"We've just lost one of our
last eight, and in those games,
when a team has gotten a run
on us, we've been able to come
up and get those runs back,"
Morris said.
After Herndon struck out all
three batters he faced in the
second, the Lakers scored five
runs in their half of the inning,
all with no outs, to essentially
put the game away.
Tim McDaniel was hit by a
pitch, and Travis Anderson followed him by reaching on an
error. Mayfield then caught
Anderson too far off first base,

• See

Page 7

Marshall Co. wins Fourth;
Calloway tops Murray 12-1

By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer

Greer, called up from Triple-A
Oklahoma City when Gary Rcdus
was put on the disabled list, flied
out during Texas' six-run first
inning. He homer-a to lead off
the second against Carlos Reyes
. and added a two-run single in the
10th.
"The second time tip I was
still scared to death," he said. "I
was excited and nervous. I was
just trying to put the bat on the
hall."
Greer's homer gave the Rangers a 7-0 lead, but they couldn't
hold it in Oakland. The A's tied
it in the ninth on Mike Aldrete's
sacrifice fly.

ty game, which gets underway
at 3:30.
After giving up a three-run
homer to Mayfield's Phillip
Travis in the top of the first
inning, Herndon settled down
and allowed only one more hit
through the fifth inning while
striking out six before giving
way to Jason Grogan for the
final two innings. The two combined to scatter six hits while
walking just three. The Calloway defense committed just two
errors.
"The guy that hit the home
run hit a good pitch," Calloway
coach Eddie Morris said. "If a
pitcher makes a mistake it may
affect him More, but we told

Calloway pitcher Amy Alexander
hurls one home at Monday's district
tournament.

11) in the seventh gave Marshall
an 8-7 win, pitting Murray and
Calloway in a game to decide
who advances to the First Region
Softball Tournament.
Calloway didn't wait long to
take control against the Lady
Tigers, scoring seven runs in the
first inning and taking a 12-1
win.
Calloway and Marshall will
both play in next week's regional
at Graves County High School.
"We (at least) split with most
teams and some we beat both
times," said Calloway third baseman Molly Wisehart. "We plan
on taking the regional all the

Stubblefield finished with two
hits and four RBIs while
McClard's three-run homer
proved to be the fatal blow to
Murray High.
"Calloway played a very good
game," said Carr. "They hit the
ball very hard."
Also for Calloway, winning
pikher Amy Alexander had two
hits and Ashlee Turner, Stephanie
Holland, Jamie Kimbro, Kelly
Felts .and Regina Tabers all had
singles.
Murray was led by Jill Miller
and Cammic Blalock with two
hits each.
Marshall 8, Calloway 7
In a game that featured two of
the most powerful lineups in the
First Region, it took a lazy fly
ball to decide Monday's first

Against Murray, Wischart led
Calloway's powerful 3-4-5 trio
— accompanied by Linda Stubblefield and Marti McClard —
with three hits and four RBIs. • See Page 7 •

BucsNeagle tops Cardinals' Tewksbury 7-2
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Quick,
name the only National League
pitcher to heat two-time Cy
Young Award winner Greg Maddux and current NL wins leader
Bob Tewksbury this season.
A hint: it's not Ken Hill, David

Nied, Doug Drabek, Bill Swift,
Danny Jackson or any of the
other top NL starters so far this
season.

The answer is — and here's
the surprise — Denny Neagle.
Denny Neagle?
The same pitcher who has consistently failed to win a job in the

Pittsburgh Pirates' rotation? The
same pitcher who had exactly
three victories as a starter prior to
this season? The same pitcher
who flirted with pitching himself
out of a major league job only
last year?
"Sometimes when you're
looking for a starter, he's right

there in front of your nose,"
Pirates manager Jim Leyland
said. "Wc weren't getting the
results 4
j-wanted in the bullpen
... and he-Iiad a good track record
in the minors. I mean, he was
20-3 (in 1990). Maybe we took
too long to put him in the rotation, but he's starting to look like

a pitcher."
And a good one. Ncagle (4-4)
pitched well for the third time in
his last four starts, limiting St.
Louis to a first-inning run and
three hits over seven innings to
outpitch the previously unbeaten
Tewksbury in Pittsburgh's 7-2
‘ictory Monday.
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Bitting Cages
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Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

tf FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
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WAREHOUSE TIRE

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"
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On Monday night. Furches Farms knocked Murray Supply 8-7.
Josh Dunn and Paul Kurz had singles for Furches. For Murray SuPPty. Sean Clemson had a triple and a single. Jacob Payne had a double and a single. Michael Swain and Derek Chandler had two singles
eacit and Dylan Voir., Jacob Darnall and Thomas Gray an had a hit.
In the nightcap. Cheri defeated Pagliers 11-7. Cheri was led by
Matt Kelleher's two triples and four RBIs. Joseph Hobbs had a triple
, each
and Chris Owen, Jimmy Bynum, Brian Asher and Jacob Nemo)
had a single for Cheri. Pagliai's scored all of their runs horn the 17
walks issued by Cheri.
• On Friday night. Mr. Gattl's won over Murray Supply 7-2.
Edward Baust and Chase Stone held Murray Supply to one hit, and
Baust had eight strikeouts in three innings. For Gatti's, Greg Wilson
had two singles and Matt Oakley. Baust. Jeffrey Boyle and Chase
Duncan all added singles. Jacob Payne had Murray Supply's only hit.
• In the nightcap, Boone Cleaners defeated Pasillars 12-3. Tommy Mills led the way with an inside-the-park grand slam. Chase
Boone had a double and a single while Chad Culp. Zach Rayburn.
Luke Dibble and Jeremiah Arnett all had singles. For Pagliars. Jay
Baggess had a double and Chris Roscoe had a single.
.In a makeup game on Sunday night, Main St. Frame defeated
Shoney's 7-2. Austin Swain lad Main St. Frame with a triple and
double, while Justin Fox and Andrew Parker had singles. For Shonay's, Clay Lamb had a double and Daryl Cola had a triple.

1

CHICAGO (AP) — If misery
does love company. the Cubs
may consider asking the Padres
to stay a fcw extra days.
Steve Bucchcle hit a two-run
homer Monday night to send
Anthony Young and the Chicago
Cubs to a 4-2 victory over San
Diego in a matchup of the NL's
two worst teams.
The victory was the Cubs'
third in 17 games at Wrigley
Field, while the Padres, whose
10-27 record is baseball's worst,
have lost eight straight.
"It feels good to do some
things the way you want to do
them," said Cubs manager Tom
"lrehelhorn. "We got a couple of
hits dm.% n, stole a base, set

On Friday, C&C Carriers defeated Kopperud 9-4. Peter Hayman
and Justin Garland were the pitchers for C&C. At the plate. Justin
Garland had two doubles, while Matt Clemson, Josh Garland and
Alan Erwin all had singles. For Kopperud. John Kopperud. Tom
Leary and Derek McCallum all had singles

Capriati arrested on marijuana charge
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Clippers coach Weiss fired after 1 year
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Bob Weiss, whose team finished last in
the Pacific Division at 27-55, was fired after one season with the
Los Angeles Clippers.
Weiss, 52, signed a three-year contract last July. The Clippers
tailed to make the playoffs after two straight appearances under
Larry Brown, who resigned after last season.
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•Lakers...
FROM PAGE 6
but a throw to second went
wild, allowing him to take second and sending McDaniel
home.
A single by McClain brought
Anderson in, and after Cogdell
was safe on another Cardinal
error, Shawn Waller cranked
out a three-run homer over the
center field fence to put the
Lakers up 9-3.
Mayfield cut the deficit to
9-4 in the third, getting a double and eventually scoring on a
Laker error during a rundown
between third and home.
It looked as if Mayfield
might cut Calloway's third atbat short as they recorded two
outs following a leadoff double
by Clay Cowan. C9wan scored
on a groundout by Travis
Anderson, and that was followed up by a bunt single by
McClain, a Cardinal error on a
Cogdell grounder and a double
from Waller, bringing McClain
and Cogdell across the plate.
Another error on a Brent
Anderson grounder brought
Waller home to make it 13-4.
That score held up until the
bottom of the fifth. McClain
and Cogdell reached base safely
after consecutive Mayfield
errors, and after a strikeout,
Brent Anderson drew a walk
and Casey Williams was hit by
a pitch, scoring McClain.
Cowan then hit a pop-up
right behind the pitcher's
mound for what looked like a
routine out that would have gotten Mayfield out of the inning,
but the ball fell between three
Cardinal players, allowing Cogdell and Brent Anderson to
score and put the Lakers on top
16-4.
Mayfield added two runs in
their final at-bat on a single, a
double and a fielder's choice.
The Lakers, now 17-7 on the
year, wound up with 10 hits on
the day, led by Waller, who was
2 for 4 with six RBIs. Brent
Anderson was 2 for 3 while
McClain and Cowan were each
2 for 4.
One statistic that concerned
Morris was the Lakers' seven
strikeouts.
"We can't hope to contend
for the regional title if we strike
out that much." he said. "We
had a five-day layoff before this
game and that may have had
something to do with it.
"If we don't give up many
walks Or have many errors, we
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The goals were the first two of
the playoffs for Zezel, who usually is known for his rugged defensive play on Toronto's checking
line.
Dave Andrcychuk had the
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feel like we can hit good
enough to stay with anybody,"
Morris said. "Right now we're
four games away from where
we want to be, but we're not
overlooking anybody. If we're
not worth four games, then we
need to go home."

game, and eventually the district
championship.
Marshall outfielder Christy
Sells' sacrifice fly to left field in
the top of the seventh broke a 7-7
tie to give Marshall the win.
"Marshall right now is 25-4
and they'll have the best record
going into the regional," said
Calloway coach Tommy Greer.
"Their lineup from top to bottom
is the strongest in the region."
Calloway and Marshall finished the regular season head-tohead series 2-2. Monday's game
was every bit as close as
expected.
Calloway (24-10) jumped out
to leads of 2-0 and 5-3 before
Marshall plated two to tie the
game at 5-5 in the top of the
fourth.
Getting key hits from McClard,
Wischart and Kimbro, Calloway
plated two in the bottom of the
fifth to lead 7-5.
Marshall countered with two in

pawned By:

Jane Rogers Ins.

innings up and made good contact when we set those innings
up."
Young (2-3), who benefited
from three double plays, gave up
five hits and two runs in seven
innings for his first win over the
Padres in five dccisions.
Chicago took a 4-0 lead in the
sixth when Sammy Sosa triple
with two outs and Buechele
homcrcd off Andy Bcncs (2-7).
The Padres cut it to 4-2 in the
seventh on Phil Plantier's tworun homer, his 11th.
The Cubs took a 1-G lead in
the first when Tuffy Rhodes
singled, stole second and scored
on Mark Grace's two-out single.

'See me for all your lamly insurance needs:
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

7034627
Like a 'pied neighbor.
State Farm is Moro.
State Fenn Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, lanais
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* Murray's Premiere *
Home Stereo, Home Theatre
and Home Satellite Dealer
* Financing Available *
"Murray's Friendly Home Stereo Dealer"
Pioneer • Hitachi • Carver • Uniden

DESIGNS
SOUND
AUDIO/VIDEO
759-1835

808 Coldwater Rd., Murray
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the top of the sixth to tie. Calloway missed a golden opportunity
to break the game open in the
bottom of the sixth when they
had runners on first and second
with one out. Stubblefield lined
to third and McClard popped out
to end the threat.
Marshall started the seventh
with Jessica Redden reaching on
an crror. She later scored on
Sells' sac fly.
"When you get right down to
it, defensive play is the difference," said Greer, who watched
his team pound out 12 hits and
commit four errors.
Trailing 8-7, Calloway went
down in order in the bottom of
the seventh.
McClard led Calloway with
three hits and Turner, Stubblefield and Wisehart all had two
hits.
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DENNISONIUNT'S
Try Us For
Lunch or Dinner
• Open Late 7 Nights A Week •

six:PO%

WOMEN'S
LITTLE FOOT•BIG FOOT SALE!!

GRILL

—WOMEN SIZES —

Corner of 15th & Olive Blvd • 753-1116

6 • 61/2 • 7

Little Feet

9 • 91/2 • 10

Big Feet

( Selected Styles )

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

REEBOK CLASSIC
PRINCESSES
FREE STYLE • NIKE
TRETORN & MORE!!

OFF!
•City & County Coverage
•Farm Owner •Home Owner •Auto
•Life •Blue Cross •Retirement
•Business •Long Term Care

GOODS
SPORTING
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LEE"

University Plaza • Chestnut Street, Murray • 753-8844

753-4703
310 South

4th St.

•

Murray, Ky.

11.4111••••111.111/Iblii

•

Great Selection
Limited Time Only!

DENNISON-HUNT

Agency Manager, Rey T. Breech; Agee, Bob Camelia=
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SCOREBOARD

•Marshall Co...
FROM PAGE 6

other Toronto goal. Trevor Linden and Dave Babych scored for
Vancouver, which hopes to even
the best-of-7 series in Game 2
Wednesday night at Maple Leaf
Gardens.

comentrici PHIALS

S11.014
C Atoms
°attend

t all
the
five
ling,
tally

)y a
folan
ight
lase,

opening game of the NHL
Western Conference final.

111 Li1e

AT A GLANCE

Cubs take advantage
of pitiful Pares,4-2

BRONCO LEAGUE

CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP) -- Jennifer Capriati was arrested
on a marijuana charge after a tip about a runaway took police to
her S50-a-night motel room.
Police said they found Capriati, 18, alone in her room at the
Gables Inn. During a scarch of the room, with Capriati•s consent,
police uncovered an undetermined amount of marijuana, said police
Sgt. Mitch Fry.
When the female runaway and a 19-year-old Miami man arrived
at the room, which was in Capriati's name, they were arrested on
heroin and crack cocaine charges, Fry said. Capriati was charged
oxith misdemeanor possession of marijuana and released to her
Jttorney, John Ross.

TORONTO (AP) — Peter
Zezel habitually gives the Toronto Maple Leafs a workmanlike
effort.
Monday night, he also gave
them key goals.
Zezel scored twice, including
the winner 16:55 into overtime,
giving the Maple Leafs a 3-2 victory over the Vancouver Canucks
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Calloway Middle School TNT-7 and Stars students are shown dressed
the 1960s as part of a Decades Unit.

in

fashions from

Primary student at East Calloway

enjoy a morning of bowling at the

MSU Curris Center.

..
L.
t
I
secplaced
team
history
U.S.
eighth
grade
School
Middle
The Murray
ond at the West Kentucky History Competition held at MSU. David

%, I .11,1l1111

F I NGE
BENEFITS

Crouch and Amy Mangla tied for fourth place individually.

SEARS
Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310
CREATIVE Sewing 8 Ser
vices 400 North 8th
753 5930 Open Mon
Wed 3pm to 8pm Sun
1pm to 4 30pm

-1 yoL

FREE ESTIMATES, Let
Video Production Special
ties tanster your home mo
vies to videotape Now in its
10th year Call Donna Dar
nell 759 9246

.ezir
space technoloCCMS Stars-7 students observe examples of the latest
Garland, Adam
Trent
Pictured:
Museum.
gy at the Cumberland Science
Morris.
Justin
and
Herndon

1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

Wesley Durham and Maria Lofton. students at East Elementary. paint
creatively during Lynn Warren's art class.
Fifth grade science students at Murray Middle School made the equipment they used to watch the solar eclipse.

Mecham supplement
insurance is now
standanzed an 10
plans and we wnte
all 10
The part A deductible
you, Of your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $696 us
1994
For more information
call-

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-1199
or Nationwide
1-800-455-4199
or 32ad yeas al ounce

CLAS6

The Kaleidescope Family at Southwest Elementary joined in a recent
Earth Day assembly.
French and choral classes combined to sing French folk songs.

America's S

Earth Day 1994 at Murray Elementary was a family affair. Larkin Philpot
shares the desert diome his class helped construct with his mother,
Ginger, and his grandmother Willie Belle Farless, who is the school
librarian.

Ugly
,
1
w RENT
Locations Co

HALEY'S A
Cars, Custom Vans,
Office. 753-6910
1 -800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rat
Daily, Weekly o

North Elementary student Megan Rogers invited her grandmother Jean
Rogers, mother Tammy Rogers and brother Austin to lunch during
grandparents days.

Every Tuesday

(Doors ope

LtIRE.MD

Knights of Cg

EA MURRPcji

French and choral classes combined to

KY 94 West to Johnny Rot
Hal* Road, right on Si

sing French folk songs.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

E470;-

d

During March Madness week, Calloway High basketball players and
cheerleaders visited elementary students in the cafeteria during lunch.

School Supply

TNT eighth grade students help preschoolers build a lego city during
center time at Calloway County Preschool.

- TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - PUZZLES -

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district_ Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
1753-28931.

Ci Py ctn.-

important to us. That is why we
carry a large inventory of educational
and enjoyment reading material to
help your child learn and grow
through their primary years
Come by and see the many ditTerent

Dictionarie8
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titles we have to offer.

READMORE
D
BOOK-4-CAR

Chostaut Hills
Murray

Busine
a Buc

Run this 72 consiS'

fieds every day.incl
for Sloe a month (I

Call 753-191

The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.
Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

CHECHLI6
Your child's education is very

P.O. B

MSU nursing professor Dr. Nancy France presented a program about
germs to Murray primary students. France and her son, Gaston, demonstrate the best way to wash hands to get rid of germs.

1111 \11i P

0

N

SMART
STOP

MAJOR MEDICI
INDIVIDUAL

We represent sever
companies includinc

eral, CNA, Employer!

Saturday Workshops
Educational Supplies For
Parents / Teachers, Daycares,
Sunday School Teachers.
Downtown Murray • 753-5968

pal Mutual, Traveler
Washington National

Full

Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Weeks To 5 Years
Gale B Cornelison Director
Kalhy E Wilson Assistant Director

100 South 15th • Murray • 753.5227

possIble rates and
To

Companies and
Terry

at: 753-4199

McConnell
905 Sycamor
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CLASSIFIED

•

320

020

Position
Wanted

Notice
MRS. THERESA, Reeder
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic gifted horn God
554 7904 call for
appointment

I till Sit %.1-‘11, \

S21°°

COOKS WANTED
manager
Kitchen
cooks
$300-week
$240 week Boy Scout
Camp Roy C Manchester
Kentucky Lake off US 68 at
Jonathan Creek June
July Call 502 443 6461 or
1 800 477 7974

04:;•::112

..:4/Ziteek/:

FrR / AIGE
BENEFITS
11,...t

.1L•CYCOI Mtai• OWING .1
195
IMIE

1

6_s---

SEARS
Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon Tues Pizza salads
Not sandwiches gyros &
nread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474 8119 or
800 649 3804

753-2310
CREATIVE Sewing & Sec
vices 400 North 8th
753 5930 Open Mon
Wed 3pm to 8pm Sun
1pm to 4 30pm
FREE ESTIMATES' Let
Video Production Specialties tanster your home mo
vies to videotape Now in its
10th year Call Donna Dar
nell 759 9246

1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance IS now
stancianred in 10
plans and we wnte
all 10.
The pan A deductible
you, or your
insurance,
must psy has been
increased to $696 in
1994.
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or aatiaswide
1-11410-455-4199
'ow 12.id rear ci serviae•

$1 000 weekly stuffing en.relopes at home No experience Free information/
supplies No obligation
Send self addressed
stamped envelope to Hon
:on Dept FF PO Box
2149 Brovvnwood TX
76804
ACCEPTING applications
JSA Union 76 conveni
ence store 811 Sycamore
Apply in person 753 7333
ARBY S hiring for day &
night shift Apply in person
between 2 4pm No phone
calls please
BABYSITTER needed im
rnediately in our home for
F
Call
10 5pm
759 9091, ask for Teresa or
leave references required
COOK for early morning
sh-ft & waitress for afternoon shift Apply in person
at Granny s
1006
Chestriu!

CLASSIFIED
America's Second Car

Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
112 So. 12th
Murray. KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doo(s open at 6.00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Start $11.41/hr. •
benefits. For application & info, call 1(216) 324-5506 7 a.m.
to 10 p.m. 7 days.
EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience tree sup
plies, free information no
obligation Send SASE to
Lifetime Dept 28 PO Box
39 Bangs, Tx 76823
EXPERIENCED bartender
with references Mature re
sponsible person preferred 901 232 6040 Ask
for Sharon'
GROCERY Management
Large independant chain
seeks experienced retail
managers for Westbrn
Kentucky & Eastern Missouri Excellent pay, fringe
& bonus Send resume to
PO Box 1040 S Murray KY
42071

NEED 60 people Lose
10-30 pounds in 30 days
New, 100% natural, doctor
recommended program
Easy. safe, guaranteed
619-698-2419

KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road. South to Sq
Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mile

753-0466

MENTION MURRAY
"'POSTAL JOBS°"

MANAGER Trainee Fast
paced marketing company
in the telecision programming field is now hiring in
response to the tremendous growth of the industry
brought on by government
regulations and cable corn
pany rate increases This is
an outstanding opportunity
for an aggressive growth
minded individual Starting
salary is $350 per week
plus bonuses & incentives
If you think this is the oppor
tunity for you, send resume
to PO Box 1040 U. Murray,
KY 42071

Cats, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

OPEN 10 THE PUBLIC

DO you need a GED7 Do
you need hope for the fu
ture and help to get a solid
career' We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
This protect is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Ken
lucky Department for Em
ployment Services and the
West Kentucky Private In
dustry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity prog
ram Auxiliary aids and set
vices are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

MAJOR telephone co now
hiring technicians install
ers, accounts service reps,
operators No experience
necessary For information
call 1 219-736 4715 ext
F3482 8am-8pm 7 days

Ugly Duckling
.acmixEss
L

Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

COOKS dishwasher wad
fess Day 8 night shifts for
all tell & part erne Apply in
person after 3prn at Ann s
Country Kitchen Kaiak
KY

Murray

NOW taking applications at
The Dutch Essenhaus
Hwy 121 N 753-2334

Business on
a Budget?

NOW taking applications at
the Homeplace Family Restaurant. Hwy 121 N
PAPA John's Pizza is now
accepting applications for
assistant manager, 5 day
work week, paid training
program, paid vacations,
competetive wages Apply
in person. Dixieland Center 753 6666

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifiedsevery day.including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance).

Call 753-1916 for details.

PART or full-time position
now available at Subway
Must be 18 Please apply in
person at Subway Sandwiches, 508 N 12th St no
phone calls please

;.•

Terry
Tatlock

'
POSITION

FILLED
.:

Licensed
Agent

WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance, etc No exp.
necessary Now hiring For
info call 219 794 0010 ext
7159, 8am-9pm 7 days

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits For "Top
Companies and Top Service' contact
Terry at: 753-4199

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
perienced references Call
Linda 759 9553
CPR certified mother of 2
will care for your children.
full time preferred Big
fenced play yard
753 1197

McConnell Ins. Agency

WILL keep children in my
home, in the Hazel area
Will furnish references
Phone 4988416

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns 8 tu xe
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753 6981
LOOKING for lawns to
mow.7534226,753-4168.
SEWING ?obis wanted in
ducting formal wear
753-1061

EARN extra $ at home
Free information & sup
plies Send SASE to CLD
& Co PO Box 1581 Mur
ray KY 42071
Earn up to $3 000 mo pro
cessing mortgage refunds
in your area No experience
necessry 502 569 1962
FRANCHISE for saIx May
field Paducah Benton
Fulton,. 100 year old Indus
try. 25 year old company
100% success rate if you
are accountable responsi
ble and teachable
1 800-447 4889
OWN your own business
Profitable route Restock
ing displays No selling re
quired Accounts estab
lished $6 900 investment
8-10 hours per week
$2000 $4000 monthly
Call
earnings
214-783 2593
PROFITABLE protected
territory
PARADISE
SNOW FRANCHISE in
Murray Includes building
shaved ice machine 8 corn
plete starter kit $7 900
442-4758
START a home based bus
mess 700 companies of
tering home employment
Amazing recorded riles
sage reveals secrets
1216) 544 6343 E xt SLiD
VENDING ROUTE- Must
sell very strong cash busi
ness 1 800 820 4353-

1

Firievood

For Rent
113AParilliwdi

A F.FIEWOOD for sale
43' 4667

28R furnished ft carpeted
on 3 lots Well 8 septic
system Reduced Wilson
Realty 302 S 12th
753 3263
BEST Home Center Hwy
45 E Milan TN presents
Fleetwood Homes sale of
sales 16X80 3br 2 bath
central air all for $19999
As little as $1032 40 down
payments $202 33 mo or
3br, 1 bath 14X64 $750
down payment $165 mo
2br 1 bath 14X50 $650
down $135 mo Call
1 800 28 2 3 78 1 or
901 686 8790

AMt LiA A 50C • complete
with cd ROM drive
53 6768
John
PIANO tuning
-3Kattschalk 753 9600

LL ROACHES'Buy EN
ORCER OverNee Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
'.:ntroi Concentrate
'.4akes 2 gallons Kills
•.-iaches overnight or your
back GUARAN
'EED, Available at Coast
Coast 604 N 12th St

LAKELAND QUA-LITY
HOMES Benton KY Why
pay rent? With your good
credit & 10% down you can
own for less than rent, 1994
14X56 S146 mo 1994
14X68 $166 mo 1994
16X60 $198 mo, 1994
16X80 $219mo. 1994
28X48 $291mo Free air
with each New Home Dun
mg the month of May Lake
land Quality Homes, Hwy
641 3 miles North of Benton Jack Thompson Bill
Carder 502 527 5253

SLOW DRAINS'
) DRAIN
. ARE ends slow drains
iTIQW'S years of buildup
n pipes and its safe to use
51oney back GUARAN
'FEDI Available at Murray
"• -- Value Home 8 Auto
N cnN Side shopping
••

Mobile
Homes For Rent

293
Business
Services
K T I and Associates offer
mg a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
eleetec or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209

Mobile
Homo Lots For Rent

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

MOBILE home lots for rent
492 8488

14X60 BUCCANEER
lOirs old 2br 1 bath cen
tral h a all electric. excel
lent condition located in
Murray Cali 247 0665 after
5pm
14X80 1990 PREMIER 3br.
2 bath on 2 acres
753 7644 atter 4pm

Heating
And Cooling
7 , TON Trane heat & air
unit. new condition, fully
guaranteed 753 1300.
leave message 9am 6pm
489 2116 7pm lOpm

1985 BUCCANEER 14X70
2hr 2 bath central h a
753 4454

300
Business
Rentals

120
Computers
PC Repair upgraded
training at your location
Hawkins Research
753-7001
TANDY 1000 HX compu
ter expanded memory
color monitor printer soft
ware. $375 Phone
753-2112
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578
901-644 0679
CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
WANT to buy: antique fur
niture. glassware & china 1
piece or houseful! Call
492-8128 between
10am 4 30pm
WINDOW air conditioners
working or not 753 5958

1994 14X52 BUCCA
NEER Washer. dryer. clis
hwasher 2br 1 bath Nice
landscaping 10)(14 outbuilding with electricity Jacuzzi tub new sectional
sofa and wide screen N
included Located in Fox
Meadows $24 000 Call
759 9311 alter 5pm

800 2200S0 tt
RE 753 9898

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95 mo including all utilities 753 1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

24X56 DOUBLEWIDE.
3br 2 bath service pole.
$10,000 obo 474 8349
CUSTOM build or buy from
our huge inventory Save
BIG BUCKS $$ during
month of May' See Ed
Chuck all Or Johnny for
your best housing value
Dinkins Mobile Homes
Inc Hwy 79E, Pans TN
1 800 642 4891

Coleman

Apartments
For Rent
3BR 2 bath low utilities
.vith garage $550-mo
53 3293 after 6pm
1 2 3BD apts Furnished.
eiry nice near MSU No
Pets
7 5 3 1 25 2
.t,is 753 0606 after 5pm

SOUTHERN
SATELLITE
'Satellite Systems
'Sales 'Service 'Parts
*Service After The Sale
'Systems Starting At 1,299
'Serving West Kentucky
Since 1984
DISCOUNT PRICES ON SATELLITE. EQUIPMENT

For More Information Call:
(502) 753-3107

150

Murray's Only Home Owned &
Operated Pest Control Service

c Ge

FREE hickory saw dust,
For sale hickory slab &
Hickory
BBO wood
Squares Puryear. TN
or
9 0 1414 2 4 7 5 5 5 0
901 642 0102

antro

NEW metal siding & roof
mg Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489 2724

Serving Western KY With Complete Termite
And Pest Control Service Since 1958

SUN tanning beds new &
used Financing available
Parts. service & supplies
Sonny
Call
or
Hooks.753 9274
1-800-540 9790

TRUST MARK

1113
Appliances
REFRIGERATORS
stoves washers dryers &
deep freezers Priced very
reasonable 354 8528
anytime

K GLEANER Combine with
13ft floating header & 2 row
corn header 12 500 obo
436 2339

NICE golf cartI 1987 Club
Car with battery charger
$1000 CO 753 0913

753-0414

CARPETS
Carpet World is your Trust Mark Dealer.

NO OTHER CARPET is:
* Walk Tested
* Performance Rated
* Full Disclosure of Every
Detail in Writing
* Warranted Where You Can
Feel Secure
..Mptra) 7:01.J will
11 yriu f.:,
evv .01) 4321wai4s.
WE HAVE STOCK!
Two Locations Hwy
641, 1 mi South of
Hazel Ky or
Across from
IL_
Governors Mar
C aeisvolie 1615 552 8787) Er
Puryear 1800 264 4941

VERY nice 2Or 2 bath du
pies appliances furnished
central gas heat & air
$475mo 1 mo deposit 1
yr lease No pets Call
753 2905

1BR apartment for rent
near campus $200 mo
partial utilities paid
759 9980 leave message

House*
For Rent

1BR near campus
$195 mo
753 2339
753 8767

2BR 1 bath lakefront in
Panarama Shores furn
ished central ha available
June 1 S400 mo plus de
posit 310 322 4999

1BR near MSU appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
1BR on North 4th deposit
No pets
$185 mo
53 8848 before 9pm
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753 4109
1 ROOM efficency apart
ment. $200-mo Available
now 1602 Olive. partial util
ties Coleman RE.
'53 9898
1 ROOMS tor rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
'53 9898

2BR duplex Great neigh
tiorhood Central ha Dis
hwasher refrigerator w d
iiookup $375 mo, 1 year
lease Deposit, no pets
1906 B Westwood
-53 8734
L'BR duplex with satellite
ippliances w d hook up
central h a $375 mo
Lease & deposit 753 7457
AR duplex. appliances,
d hook up, fenced in
hack yard water utility.
-,entral air, $420 mo Depos.t security Call 492 8393
2BR duplex central ha,
appliances furnished, including w d Coleman RE
753 9898
2BR duplex on 1304 Val
leywood Dr. $325 mo
available June 1st
759 4406
2BR duplex gas heat
$3251mo 1207 Poplar
753 2339 753 8767
2BR furnished near cam
pus No pets 753 5980
1 e
2BR townhouse
baths all appliances in
eluding washer & dryer
deck, ceiling fans, tool
shed, new vinyl flooring
new paint, free lawn care
Coleman RE, 753 9898
2BR townhouse, new, spa
cious, all appliances includ
ing washer & dryer
753 4573
2BR very nice appliances
& lawn care furnished
deck w'd hook up central
h a Available now Cole
man RE 753 9898
ALMOST new 2br duplex in'
Northwood Stove, refrigerator. dishwasher w d hookup, gas central h a No
pets, $400 mo • deposit
Days 753 1953. nights
753 0870
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

FURNISHED apts renting
now Available in May No
pets Also sleeping rooms
Apts
Zimmerman
753 6609
HILLDALE Apartments
under new management
Come see the changes taking place Now available
2br apartment 24hr main
tenance Handicap acces
Office hours
sible
8am 4 30pm Mon Fri
Equal Housing Opportunity 437 4113
IMMEDIATE occupancy'
New In plex, appliances
furnished, only 2 apartments remaining Call
753-1266
KENTLfeKY Lake, Lakeland Westiy Village lbr
apartment. utilities included rent based on in
come Elderly handicap &
disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502-354 8888

S

A

3BR house available June
1st Central ha, dts
hwasher, garbage dis
posal stove & refrigerator
furnished. $425 mo Depo
sit required Call 753 2981
leave message
SMALL 2br in Coldwater
Stove & refrigerator furn
ished No pets Lease re
quired, $290 mo
489 2440

For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self storagt,
warehouses on Center
Drive behind ShOney s
$20 $40 mo 759 4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753-2905
STORAGE trailers for rent
753 7888

WALLACE U Pick straw
berries Open Tues. Thur
Sat 7am Mon Wed Fri
4pm Sun 1 5pm $ 60 et
U pick $1 25 qt ordered
753 0195 or 753 204
North 16th & Poor Farm RI

20 1 ACRES East of Mur
ray, mostly woods private
$18 950 will sell half
terms 759 1922
40 SECLUDED acres be
tween Almo & Kirksey
753 9585
COMMERCIAL property
for sale several locations
Call Mur Cal Realty
753 4444 P S Restaurant
with equipment

1 AQHA Quarter horsr,
Gelding sorrel colored,
rode by 12yr old girl Nice
Call
hooking horse
435 4201 alter 6pm

KOPPEFlUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges if
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main Sr

PEGS Dog Grooming
753 2915

KY Lake lots priced from
$3000 to $19500 An
wooded & most have beau
titul views of KY Lake Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753 1222

Livestock
8 Supplies

Falwell Designer/Craftsman
Custom Woodworking:
(Air diet, it's
Kitchen and Both cabinets
( Liston, 'set',
F ntedainment centers
Our.
ash irn
( esti
Staircases
Architectural Drafting le Design:
Inferior 31) views
floor plans modified
eu its cr if >eel
.
Remodeling design
See your home bet, ire you bokii
Ii. okito ‘.,
;IN w• '
• ,I

411
' wi.t,̀
y
WOwe,ii

•-

.•
•

-ere St,flo

re.,Liu between kiriere Per ere-- •

CLOSEOUT CLEARANCE SALE

OFF
25%
Sale
wide
Store
Entire
Patio furniture, chairs, tables,
scratched, dents, as is, your choice.

and More
94 Things
I
mi. East on Hwy. 94 E
M-F 10-5 / Sat. 10-6
753-3769

4,76.,res.
CAR WASH
.1 J
1:1 .1 I' I
Under New Ownership
Kimber& Jimmy Hale
St.•U.S Hwy 641N.

1301 N.

Murray, KY 42071 • 753 1008

PARTS
APPLIANCE
Brands
Major
To Fit Most
10004 of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
„gown

v4,0tpoll nt

emana
eeeslingh""

41.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

ENVIRONMENTAL as
sessments for your prop
iirty Hickory Grove Enva
onmental Inc 753 3781

370

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
twven 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

•

REGISTERED chocolate
Lab 7mos male shots &
wormed $150 4926874

COMMERCIAL building for
sale City s best location
Court Square Paris TN
Two story. 2500sq ft per
floor
1 800 447 4889
Yam 6pm leave message

50x50 Warehouse
Building For Rent
On Industrial Road,
Call 753-5976

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

• Al,

HAVE an obedient salt.
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for o.i.r
12yrs 436 2858

2BR gas heat 415 S 10th
753 2339
$325 mo
753 8767

GF

_

2 PARROTS hand raised
very friendly 8 talkable
$350 ea Will consider pay
ments Baby Cockatea..ls
$25 ea 901 644 3107

2BR garage, nice lot 711
Payne St $375 mo
753 2339 753 8767

RENTED

LARGE duplex in private
area Central air gas heat
all appliances Lease plus
No pets
deposit
759-1067

rc, et u
.

I BLOCK FROM MSU
.2tir furnished duplex
$300 mo 1 year lease deposit No pets Rettig ,
stove 1415 A Poplar
753 8734

3 people
FOR
partially furnished, available June 1st, $150'mo
each 753 9564

Articles
For Sale
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828

"N.

Apartments
For Rent

KitChen A.r)
Sears

4,41-iinti)°°4

A 4•11'f.ag
'

lapcia"
Magic

Ivo

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

753-1713

_
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NEW duplex for saki Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753 6156

1113

Lake
Prawn/

2BR house on 2 corner lots
ri Lakeway Shores lake
.,eiv great get away'
753 2339
125 000
753 8767
NICE cabin 2 minutes from
boat ramp available for
summer rental Weekly rate
& weekend packages avail
able 753 2339 753 8767

• :"CX140 SOUTHWEST
. a subdivision AU city
t es reduced $17500
"534873 after 6pm

2 3br. 1 bath, central gas
ha, carport 753 0859
days. 753-5214 evenings
2I3R. 2 bath, 1 4 acres, new
CG hia, heated garage
House is very well built.
753.9652 leave message
2 STORY house, 3br, 2
baths on 4,7 acres 9 miles
N of Murray on 641
437 4995
4 NEW 3br houses with city
sewer, gas. etc Priced in
$70's & low $80's Call Bill
Page, Building Contractor.
753-3672 after 5pm

TUESDAY

LEDGER & TIMES

EXECUTIVE home Quaky
construction. custom built
in highly desirable location
Features 3 large bedrooms 3 full baths lormai
Wring room flows hough
french doors to den large
kitchen leatures many cus
torn built cabinets & center
island A must to see' Cal
Professional Real Estate
for your private snowing
759-1591
FOR sale by owner Beautiful 2 or 4 bedroom log
home custom-built by
owner on eight acres approximately 5 miles SW of
Murray Features include
large 14X26 greatroom
with stone fireplace Cypress beams throughout,
wide plank pine floors.
large country kitchen with
handcrafted cabinets cast
iron Country Charm
cookstove,oven and pantry 2 full baths on main
boor, one with lavatory built
into antique oak dresser
and old clawfoot tub,
another full bath in walk-out
basement Beautiful woodland landscaping with herb
beds large garden Small
meandering stream in back
yard that empties into a
garden pool Covered front
and back porches Property
also includes 120 year old
oak log tobacco barn, large
workshop, 4 stall equipment shed and small garden shed Too many amenties to mention each seperately. must be seen to
appreciate For appointment. call 753-6855 after
5pm

MAY

1991 YAMAHA 650 Waverunner with traitor, excelhint condition $4.000 °Ito
Cal 753 3117 or 759-4950
1993 CBR 600 F2, with new
AGV helmet. $4 500
753-1766

Usatt
Cars
1977 FORD LTD 2dr, reconditioned low mileage
excellent interior, one
owner 753-6931 afternoon
or evening
1982 CORVETTE, white,
red leather, JVC CD player,
$9 5C0 obo Call 759-9311
after 5pm
1982 FORD Mercury LN7.
$900 good condition
436-2528
1984 RELIANT station wagon, good condition, red
$700 492-8779
1988 FORD Thunderbird
V-8, maroon custom detailed paint, rear spoilers 1
owner, high highway miles
mint condition, $5,900 obo
502 527-5629
1988 MAZDA RX7 GXL
48,XXX miles, loaded
$8,000 obo 759-1010
1988 WHITE Toyota Corolla SR 5, 92 XXX miles
good condition, excellent
gas mileage Need to sell'
753-5774 after 6pm
1989 CHEVROLET Camaro RS,excellent condition,
$7,500 Call 759-4958 after
5pm

1992 EAGLE Talon,
HOUSE and acreage,
loaded 753-8613 after
753-1300 leave message
5 30prn
489-2116,
9am-6pm
7pm lOpm
GRADUATION 1988 VW
Cabnolet convertible, triple
LOW $50.s 902 Pogue.
white, 79,XXX miles a/c,
2br. 1 bath, 2 car garage,
pis, p/b, new top asking
real nice Call Mur-Cal ReBEAUTIFUL 3br, 2 bath
price reduced to $7,500
alty. 753-4444
brick home in the city on 1 4
502-365-7849
acres Excellent condition NEW 3br, 2 bath with whirlwith many extras 1511 pool tub, cathedral ceiling
Vehicles Under S200!
Martin Chapel Rd
in living room & dining,
Cars Auctioned By FM
753 7957
large kitchen. 2 car garage
DEA, FIN Pellorreder
SulliN
16th
across
from
B NEW listing' 1 5 miles
Trucks, Bogs, Motorvans Golf Course Call
South on Hwy 641. Beautihomes, Computes, and
492-8873 or 492-8238 from
ful setting. 31x. 2 bath,
morel Cal Tot Free 1(00)
6-10pm evenings
home on 1 6 acres. Home
436-43067 Ext. A-11101
built 1990 Call Mur-Cal NEW home 1906 Melrose
Realty, 753-4444,
4br, 37, bath, 2400sq ft
yours Call MurBY OWNER. 3br, 16 bath Could be
Cal Realty, 753-4444
brick ranch. Eat-in kitchen.
Vans
formal' dining room, living
room, family room with '4
OWNER transferred 3br, 2 1990 PLYMOUTH Voyager
bay window. Central gas bath, living room and family van, extra nice 753-7269
heat & air, wall-to-wall car- room 24f1 above ground
pet, ceiling fans, Jacuzzi, pool with deck, new natural MINI van, 1992 Ford, 1991
Dodge, 1991 Plymouth
14x14ft storage bldg Lot gas heat and air, $69.500
75x150. adiacient lot avail- 489-2623 or 489 2789 for Voyager 753-0603
able Walk to banks & shop- appointment
ping Priced to sell, mid
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
$70's Call for appt
with great flowing lay out,
753-4359
beautiful kitchen breakfast
'COUNTRY squire life on room, seperate dining 1973 GMC PICKUP, 350
five acres
3br
two room Lots of extras, coun- engine, runs good, $1050
baths three car garage try club view Call for your 759-1799 after 5 30pm
workshop
recreation appointment today
1977 FORD F 250 Y. ton
room
one owner Call 753 2905
pick-up 460 engine, a/c,
753-1492 Century 21
pis pib, auto, sliding rear
Loretta Jobs Realtors
window, heavy duty overload springs, 5 good tires,
NEW listing' 3br & 1 bath
could pull heavy trailer,
home on 2 nice lots. Lo1990 SUZUKI GS 500, red, good interior am/fm radio,
cated Aim°, Ky. Good congood mileage color light
7.XXX Eniles, $1,800
ditiori Call Mut-Cat Realty,
blue heavy duty rear bum759-9365
753-4444
per with trailer hitch
436-5582
A NEW listingl 2 story, 3br,
2. bath home under construction, located in Quail
Run Subdivision, 2200sq ft
living area Call Mur-Cal
Realty, 753-4444

E3
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''S4

Swami
Came

*wakes
01Wad

1 1 1 1 A Heang. moving
clean-up, odd lobs, tree
trimming, tree removal,
yard mowing, mulch hauling Free estimates Tim
Lamb -436-5744

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeung vinyl siding.
vinyl repiacement windows vinyl flooring
436 2052

1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing
Dimming, tree removal Joe
4-36-2867
1 1 1 A all around mowing
trimming, hauling Mark
436-2528
1 1 1 A Hauling tree trimtree removal dean
ing out sheds attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
ming

Al Allbritton s Lawn Service Weekly & dependable No job too small Free
estimates Tim 753-0749
Al Al's hauling, yard work
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 759-1683
A 1 A Yard Service tree
removal, trim hauling
mulching & clean-up
492-8254
A-1 Carpentry work
New construction remodeling,porches decks Also
house plans drawn No job
too small Call J&C Construction 436-5398

$8,500.00
Cambridge Subd.
Starting -

Campers
1978 WINNIBAGO motor
home. 2411. Dodge chests
56 XXX miles, good condi
lion, see in front of Tucker's
N Hwy 121 Ca11753-8124,
753-9181

Off Bailey Road
•
•
•
•
•

City Water
City Sewer
City Gas
City Electric
Cablevislon

•
•
•
•

Curb & Gutter Streets
Blacktop Streets
Restricted
Single Family or
Multi-Family

Terms: 20% Down, Balance Up To 60
Months.

-CALLEVENINGS
DAYS
753-6156
753-6156
759-1503
559-1743
753-0277

r

‘..- 1„;•-•
-

$52 900
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq. ft.
BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms, 2 full baths,
28' great room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central he-at &
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basement and other
options available
CYLOR BUILDING

•-••
•
4

1977 SAVAGE Runabout,
1611. new till & trim, new
depth finder, new interior,
rebuilt motor, asking
$3.495 obo 376-2638
1982 PRECISION Trawler,
41ft 120hp Cummins
diesel twins, sleeps six,
fibrglass hull teak wood
interior & deck, two heads.
Marine heat & air
502 753 6156
1987 CHAPARRAI 2011 ski
boat, 230hp, double axel
trailer, mint condition,
$10900 Call 753-4663
days 492 8479 nights

-s•••

,•

1985 BAYLINER trophy
147. ft 50hp motor, too
control trolling motor, live
well. 2 depth finders, many
extras $3,500 obo
59 7992

CORPORATION
Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers
Since 1958

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003
(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

BOAT motor & tr
76
Venture tn-h
71
mgJohnson
765mx
bird
•
tr
$800 firm
7
SEA Ray 1976 Cuddy Cabin 22ft. new 235hp I/O
Mercruiser. Bimini top
Days 753-3914, nights
435-4236
USED boats motors, trailers A salvage parts for sale
Boat & motor repair All
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnel Marine Repair. Hwy 121 S
502-436-5464

BEST rates for lawns
mowed 753 6906

HEATING Ron Hal Heating Cooling and Electric
Co Service unit replacement and complete installbon Licensed gas instaier
Phone 435-4699

JIM'S Garden Service
Gardens- breaking dis
king tilling Lawns seeding
& fertilizing new or existing
Blade work & bush
hogging Reasonable
rates_ 753-3413
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery Murray
KY 436 5560

ADDITIONS, garages new
homes, sun rooms, wood &
metal studs Tripp Williams.
builder 753-0563

MULCH delivered Murray
436 5560

ALL around yard work
Mowing, hauling, odd jobs,
trimming 437-4703
ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways, hauling foundations
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE Service complete foundations septic
Systems R H Nesbitt, Masonry Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221
BLUEGRASS lawn main lance, best service and
rates for mowing & trimming, free estimates Call
759-1588
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753-1134 or
teed
436-5832
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CARROLL'S custom garden tilling, bushhogging
box grader, blade work
Free estimates Gerald
Carroll 502-492-8622

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
advance!

PAINTING interior, exterior House & mobile home
repairs Tuckpointng brick
work Free estimates Call
436 5009 436 5032

RESIDENTIAL Rooting
Guaranteed work at rea
sonable rates Free estimates 25yrs experience
Repairs on old root or new
construction Call Rick.
753-6566 or M C
753-7864
RILEY remodeling and
construction 489 2907

580
Free
Column
FREE to loving home. 8wk
.D;d kittens Will gladly de.0er Call 437 4528

CLASSIFIED

Authorized
BRJGGS & STRATTON
sad 80111...ER
Service Center

KlbeaataC
•

Across from Southern States

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
Also Repair Work
BCS Tillers
Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

753-2925

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates no job too large or too
small.

474-8267

CHILI Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COE'S General Repair
Electrical, carpentry & dry
watt 492-8403
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys
terns, 354-8161 after 4pm
D & D Lawn Care Free
estimates 489-2296
DECK Masters Reasonable rates for quality work
For your free estimates call
Rick, 753-6566 or Mic,
753-7864
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating et Cooling Service et Installation
Electrical Service et Installation
Licensed Gas AAerchant

,•I$FIL.
Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding, paint
mg Free estimates 18
years expenenat Local re-

forint:as 436-2701

told of upcoming forums for staff
regent candidates. Forums are scheduled for June 6 at 10 a.m. and June
7 at 4 p.m. in the Curris Center
Theater. The deadline to submit
applications to seek the new seat on
the MSU Board of Regents is May
20.

MSU offices will be
on summer schedule
Murray State University offices
will begin operating on its traditional summer schedule Tuesday,
May 31.
Offices will be open from 7:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. through Aug. 12,
according to Joyce Gordon,director
of Human Resources at Murray
State.

HOROSCOPES
WEIYNLSDAY,\IAN 18. 1994
1For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-9(X)-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE but try to avoid making any further
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: commitments. The tempo of romance
Money could slip through your tin- picks up. Know your own heart!
2ers unless you stick to a budget. Get
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221:
your personal life on track"andyou Your usual preoccupation with work
V* ill he able to take advantage of the
may slip into the background when
golden business opportunities that lie
romance beckons. Scrutinize legal
lust around the corner. Pride the contracts for hidden loopholes and
'key to getting back on top. Wait a tricky clauses.
while hetOre going into business with
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
a friend. You must he sure that is Financial transactions should he
vs hal ou really want. A lanais memkept free from unnecessary risk.
ber's -decision benefits you financial- Arguments could arise with your
ly early in 1995. Be appreciative.
partner over money management.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Ignore the advice of well-intenTHIS DATE: singer Pens. Como, tioned but misinformed friends.
moy ie director Frank Capra. baseball
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
legend Reggie Jackson. ballerina Do yourself a favor; postpone conDame Margot Fonteyn.
tacting influential people. You may
ARIES iMarch 21 -April 19): A have to devote some time to looking
Ilekk bUsIRCS1 partnership will pay
into a business associate's affairs.
off handsomely. Agreements can be
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
finalized and contracts signed. Fam- 21): Your talents help create a favorily members are willing to hold the able picture. Be on the lookout for a
fort if you become tied down at golden opportunity to showcase
your special abilities. Good work
work.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): .brings you a deep sense of pride and
Small treats and pleasures can have a achievement. "---d
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
big effect on your spirits today.
Domestic life holds great interest this You may find it difficult to underevening. New developments within stand sorneone's attitude. Share your
the family circle could prompt you to ideas only with those who are openminded. Say a little prayer before a
make overdue changes.
- - GEMINI (May 21-June 201: A big meeting; it helps! Be cautious on
good time to seek new employment. the money front.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
schedule interviews and investigate
working conditions. Be patient An embarrassing situation could
-when dealing with events beyond arise .from very little today. Be discreet. Avoid discussing private matyour control.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): ters with your co-workers and
Turn away from frivolity and put the neighbors.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
morning hours to good use. Working at a steads pace will produce Unexpected developments could
first-class results. Get together with cause last-minute changes at work.
friends who need your company People who usually keep their word
may be unreliable now. Romance
tonight. Be cautious about romance.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221:* You may requires extra diplomacy. Avoid
not have any enthusiasm for a task criticizing someone who has good
that must he done. Keep a promise. intentions. Trust your instincts.
Tot)‘1(*S CHILDREN should enjoy robust health as long as they eat
sensibly and exercise daily. At times, these youngsters' stamina and strength
will surprise you! Taurean% work well when under pressure and take great
pride in doing a good job. Their accuracy and thoroughness will endear
them to both teachers and employers. Although these Taureans enjoy their
creature comforts, their greatest treasures are their loved ones.
rr.,,,01.,nd updated ,.p ii Jean,. Dmon's hest selling hook "Vesicndas. Toda, and Foerser
( an Heir Sou list lour Kn.(' in God's Plan.- send Mt 4S plus SI postage and handkny iii
I),','n" Andres, and Mr Wel PO Box 414242. Kansas ()is Mo 1.4141 Make(-heti, patr ahle to
Andres,.utal %IL Mee r
I,' •.1a-r

SPENDING YOUR
MONEY ON
LOW QUALITY SIGNS!!
CALL: 753-2378

cocerereirereeeeeres-e.

EARN
6.00%

.s;

MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAx-in.mumu 5551 lit

WOOD WORKS
'
C..)18r1

ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating. Cooling & Electric,
Inc Service sales and installation (502) 435 4699,
435 4327
EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References avail
able 436 2060

Staff Congress supports Alexander

The Murray State University
Staff Congress unanimously passed
a resolution recently pledging its
support of newly elected president
sHEETROCK finishing
Dr. Kern Alexander.
•-xtured ceilings Larry
Introduced by Staff Congress
hrisman 492 8742
representative Joe Hedges, the reSPRINGTIME clean up solution states that the staff of
very reasonable Call Murray State wishes Alexander
n Wells 759-9882
well and looks forward to working
sJREWAY Tree & Stump with him to see that the university
Removal Insured with lull continues to grow.
re of equipment Free esAlexander will become the ninth
!mates Day or night
president
of Murray State Univer753 5484
sity on July 1, succeeding Dr.
'HE Gutter Co Seamless
Ronald J. Kurth.
a[,,minum gutters. variety
In other business at the regular
3t colors Licensed in
meeting, Staff Congress
monthly
-,ared Estmate available
"59 4690
members approved a recommendation that the evaluation process for
. CR REPAIR Wood VCR
non-exempt employees be reviewed
'Service Center, cleaning
- ervicing $15, most repairs
and revised.
i35 Free estimates Route
Staff representatives will also

PAINTING interior exter
ior, mobile homes, por
ches, floors gas grills, awn
'rigs, trnces buildings & ' Almo Open 912, 1-5
Mon -Fri 753-0530
carports Free estimates
753-5432
WANTED yards to mow
PLUMBING repairman with Call 436 5760 after 5pm
same day servic.-e Call WILL do ironings
436-5255
"59 4768

5iAmp/lc Ay

Joanna Adams, food service director for Calloway County Schools,
explains the food pyramid concept for good nutrition to Aimee and
Nathan Graves during the Family Fun with Eggs-Perts program at East
Elementary. The program will be presented at North Elementary at 7
p m tonight Call the Family Resource Center at 753-3070 for
reservations.

3EAMLESS gutters in
ta:led residential or corn
mercial Servall Gutter Co
'53 6133

L&L Lawn Care Will mow
yards reasonable rates
city or county Free esti
mates 492 8437

MUFFLERS
brakes
shocks service R&G Exhaust 514 South 12th
Street 753 8868

East
Both

753-1916

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing. siding
Painting. plumbing, con
crete Free estimates Ca,
474 2307

LICENSED tor electric and
gas 753 7203

A-1 Tree trimming, mulch
hauling & odd lobs Paul
436-2528

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers art requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect inAny errur
sertion.
should be reported immediately so cometions can be triade.

HORSESHOEING Ser
vice BWFA Cerbbed Far
ner, hot. cold & correctrve
shoeing Gary Arnett
345-2471

MOODY S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5668

530
Sorriest
Offered

Meer

Al Tree Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 492-8737. 753-0495

510

BUILDING LOTS
FOR SALE

Services

ROBERSON'S
HIH BURGER INN
Is Now Open

NATE la ARAN l'14.1) liNt
0\11.: 515K.
EARLY St Kitt \DEN
(11‘kl:F.S UPI S.

Sundays 6 a.m. till 2 p.m.
and

Friday Evenings Until 8 p.m.

FARM

'S
CUSTOM KITCHEN GANNETS
GUST OM WOODW OR KING

An Types Of.
Custom Woodworking

BUREAU

Serving Our Famous
Bar-B-0 Plate Lunches
and Fish Specials

INVESTMENTS
Also Available As LILA

"Come See Us Soon'

end

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop fb• And So• CAir Snorrruv•rt •
400 Son160•1

Muffle (1166rnd Sunny

753-5940
'"111‘11Luar•
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AP 753.4703
Mob
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Declarer Avoids a Booby Trap

er

staff
scheJune
enter
ibmit
at on
May

after both defenders follow low,continues with the deuce of spades!
Iii. obvious from South's low
trump play that he is a firm believer
in Murphy's Law. He makes this
play beeause he realizes that the

•K 52
+1053

•Q 10 6
•K QJ 7 4

111L
1001S,
and
East
at 7
1 for

LOOKING BACK

CONTRACT BRIDGE

East dealer
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
•96 3
•8 5 2
•A 7 4
986 2
•
EAST
WENT
•QJ84
•5
•96
•10 7 4 3

SOUTH
•A K 107 2
IP A K Q.1
•.193
•A
rhe bidding
North
West
South
East
2 NT
Pass
2*
Pass
4•
Pass
3,
Pass
Opening lead — king of clubs.

One of the most important precepts of dummy play is founded on
the Murphy's I.aw principle. According to this law, declarer assumes
that anything that can go wrong will
wrong.
Consider this

go

case where West
leads a club against four spades,
taken by declarer with the ace.South
then plays the ace of spades and,

only real threat to his contract is a 41 trump break.
So,in an effort to guard against
this danger.South leads a low trump
at trick three. When West shows
out,. declarer plays the nine from
dummy, losing to East's jack. Declarer later enters dummy with a
diamond and takes a trump finesse
to wrap up the contract His only
losersaretwo diamonds and a trump.

Note that if the trumps prove to
be divided 3-2. South loses nothing
by his deuce of spades play. The
opponents get a trump trick early
rather than late,and the safety play
proves to be unnecessary.
Note also that the safety play is
Oteffective if it turns out that West
holds the Q-J-8-4 of trumps instead
of East. Even Murphy's Law would
not help in that case, because the
contract would go down whatever
South did. Actually, this possibility
should be ignored by declarer, who
concerns himself only with matters
over which he can exercise control.

Tea years ago
After several months of construction and countless delays,
the new elevator at Calloway
County Courthouse is ready for
use. This was a 531,000 project
which includes elevator and ramp
41 south entrance. Alma Cooper
and Tripp Thurman are pictured
as among the first to take advantage of the new elevator.
James Overby, attorney, spoke
about "Alcoholism and Problems
Associated with • Its Use" at a
meeting of Murray Lions Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House,
Murray High School Band will
represent West Kentucky at the
state Concert Band Festival of
Kentucky Music Educators Association, according to Paul Blackburn, hand director.
Sue Allison, Jerry Fulton, Judy

Tomorrow: It only hurts for a minute.
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new officers of Murray -Middle
School PTO.
Twenty years ago
Krit Stubblefield and Linda
Avery were first and second
place winners in Optimist Oratorical Contest, sponsored by
Optimist Clubs of Zone 12 of
Western Kenlurky. They are both
sophomores at Calloway County
High School with Larry England.
speech teacher, as their coach.
Krista Kennedy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Kennedy,
was named as Miss Murray High
School. Finalists were Sheri
Thornton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Will D. Thornton, Irma
Nicks, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James D. Cochran, and Denise
Hook, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
B.B. Hook. The 1984 annual was
dedicated to Lucy Rollins, teacher of English and social studies
esented, by Krista Kennedy
as

and Debbie Landolt of the Annual Staff, and Larry Lovett, senior
Ws present.
Thirty years ago
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
told the Murray City Council that
53 building permits had been
issued by City Building Inspector
I.H. Key during the past four
months. The total estimated cost
from these was 51.905,000
Airman Third Class Jerry W.
Love, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
W. Love, has graduated from
technical training course for U.S.
Air Force jet aircraft mechanics
at Amarillo AFB, Texas.
A trio composed of Diane
West, Don Oliver and Mike Jones
presented a program at a meeting
of Murray Lions Club at Murray
Woman's Club House. They were
introduced by Robert Hendon.
Murray State College won the

DEAR ABBY: Last year you deal of grief and remorse.
The Animal Protection Instiprinted an article about leaving
pets in cars during the summer tute, P.O. Box 79-NOLi, Sacramento,
Calif. 95822, sells cards that can
heat.
Thank you for advising your be placed under the windshield
wipers of thoughtless pet ownreaders that the Animal Protection
Institute has cards that explain ers. They sell for only $3 per 100
how an animal can die from the cards. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for
delivery.
inside heat of an automobile.
The printed message reads:
Please, Abby., print that information again before the really hot "Your dog may be dying! We
weather sets in. I am also an ani- understand you meant to be
kind by taking your dog with
mal lover.
SANDRA JO WILLIAMS, you today, but you could be
TAlt.T. CALIF. risking your pet's life.

temperature inside your car —
with the window slightly
opened — will reach 102
degrees in 10 minutes. In 30
minutes it will go up to 120
degrees. On warmer days, it will
go even higher.
"A dog's normal body temperature is 101.5 to 102.2 degrees
Fahrenheit. A dog can withstand a body temperature of 107
to 108 degrees Fahrenheit for
only a very short time before
suffering irreparable brain damage — or even death. The closed
car interferes with the dog's
normal cooling process, that is,
evaporation through panting.
"If your dog is overcome by
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according to commissioner of
Economic Se‘urity Vegu E
Barnes
College Presbyterian Church
held a dedicati)n ceremony for
the new sanctuary on May 16
Dr. Andrew K Rule of Louis ilk
Presbyterian Seminary %4S the
featured speaker
A Sunday School Enlargement
Program was held at West Fork
Baptist Church on May 16
Speakers were the Rev. Huron
Richerson, -the Rev. John Kloss.

the Rev. T.G. Shelton, and Dre.
W.A. Sloan.

heat exhaustion, you can give
immediate first aid by immersing him or her in cold water until
body temperature is lowered."

•• •
DEAR ABBY: I just read the letter signed "Hurt and Disappointed"
who complained because she
received one sympathy card signed
by all her co-workers when a close
family member passed away.
She complained about this lack
of caring," saying that she had
worked there for 20 years and contributed for births, deaths, retire',
ments,etc. for all her co-workers.
You said: "Forgive me, but a
sympathy card bearing the signatures of all your co-workers does not
necessarily indicate a 'lack of caring.' Someone had to purchase the
card, and see to it that it was signed
by all your co-workers, and mailed
to you at your home."
Abby, I thoroughly agree with
you. When I was hospitalized in
Scottsdale, Ariz., I received one
large get-well card from the gang I
bowled with in Tumwater, Wash. It
had all their signatures on it.
I will keep that card as long as I
live. If each person had sent me a
card, I doubt if I would have kept 50
cards.
BOB HAENKE,
MOSSYROCK, WASH.

KAI. MYSELF.

ARE 0.11C.K

CHUCKLE FOR THE DAY:
"I'm tired of all this nonsense
about beauty being only skindeep. That's deep enough. What
do you want — an adorable
pancreas?"
JEAN KERR
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Oh, man, Clem! To sod Insult to Injury, I see
a great campsite right over yonciar."

CATHY
THE NEW FOOD LABELS MARK
THE START Of A NEW ERA (INJ
AMERICAN HEALTH. NO rAORE
DELUSION 139 "LITE' PAEAL5
THAT AREN'T REALL'I LITE...
NO MORE PRETENDING THAT
'HEALTHY' SNACKS ARE GOOD
FOR YOU..

NO mORE TIHNKiNG 4OU'RE
STK,KiN6 TO vOUR DIET BY
EATING' "5 GALORLES PER SERVING" POTATO CHIPS, WHEN IT
TURNS OUT A 'SERVING" IS
ONE-HALF Of ONE CHIP,

WITH THE LAUNCH OF THE
NEW "NUTRITION FACTS
PANEL", PEOPLE CAN FINALLY
GO TO THE SUPERMARKET
MD GET THE INFORMATION
THEY NEED MOST,
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Ohio Valley Conference Baseball
Championship by beating Morehead in two games at Murray
Forty years ago
Needy residents of Calloway
County drew total public assistance grants in April for S18,315,

DEAR ABBY

"On a hot summer day, the
DEAR SANDRA: Thank you inside of a car heats very
for writing. Your letter may quickly. On an average 85save some pet owners a good degree day, for example, the
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I've suffered for
almost a year with hypertension. My
doctor has placed me on atenolol and
furoseMide. Could the medications
cause my legs to swell, turn red, and
cause the skin to get very dry? I can
hardly touch my legs as the bones
even hurt.
Atenolol
DEAR
READER:
ITenormini a beta-blocker used to
treat hypertension, can cause fluid
retention and swollen ankles.
However, furosemide fLasixi, a
diuretic, alleviates this tendency:
Therefore, you appear to be receiving
appropriate therapy, which is not — in
my opinion — the cause of your symptoms.
You should address this problem

with your doctor, because the swelling
and pain may be due to another, treatable condition, such as poor venous
circulation.
To give you more information on
your condition, I am sending you a
free copy of my Health Report
"Hypertension." Other readers who
would like a copy should send $51 phis
a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to PO. Box 2433, New York, NY
tom Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR GOT'!': I love watermelon but have found that if it is wonderfully sweet. I get severe shoulder pain.
that travels to my head after eating it.
When this happens, I don't move until
the discomfort passes, which takes
several minutes. What can I do about
such a reaction to eating this enjoyable summer fruit'
DEAR READER- I can't for the life
of me conceive of how watermelon
could cause shoulder pains and
headache, nor have I ever heard of
such a thing happening. Perhaps you
should bring this puzzling situation to
your doctor's attention. Let me know
what he says.
DEAR DR. GOTT What is meant by
oxygen toxicity'
DEAR READER Although we need
a certain amount of oxygen to live, the
gas is quite harmful in high concen
trations Most people are surprised to
learn that breathing too much oxygen
is dangerous, in adults, it can cause
lung damage and convulsions. In new,
born infants, eateess oxygen can lead
to retinopathy (visual loss from injury
to the retina) and bronchopulmonary
dysplasia (lung malfunction)
Therefore, supplemental oxygen
should not be administered except by
trained professionals for certain dis
eases, such as emphysema, heart
attacks, severe trauma, and other
conditions.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Modena C. Wilcox

Carlos Cleo Pierce
Carlos Cleo Pierce, 115, Taylor. Mich., died Sunday at his residence
after a lengthy illness.
Born in Kirksey Jan. 27. 1909, he was employed in the automotive
industry.
Hc is survived by his children. Edwin, Joie Rekowski, Clifford,
Sandra and Becky: his siblings. Carney, Nell Housden, Dell Bazzell,
Lillian Rogers, Paul and Fred Pierce; 12 grandchildren and 12 great
grandchildren.
A memorial service will be held Wednesday at R.G. & G.R. Harris
Funeral Home in Garden City, Mich.

,
46

James Allen Turner
Funeral services for James Allen Turner will be at 11 a.m. Thursday
at Miller Funeral Home with Bobby Edmonson officiating.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call after noon on Wednesday at Miller Funeral Home.
Turner, 77, Murray, died at 2:05 a.m. Monday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The son of the late Tom and Laura Turner, he was born Feb. 28.
1917 in Trigg County.
He was preceded in death by his wife Willie Turner; one daughter
Edith Sanchez; one son James Turner; and three grandchildren.
Survivors include three daughters, Hope Thorn and Viro Collins
and husband Alton, all of Murray and Marie Slimbosky and husband
George of New Athens, Ohio; three sons, Tommy Turner and wife
Mary of Zanesville, Ohio, Virgel Turner of Greenfield, Tenn., and
Phillip Turner of Mississippi; two sisters, Gladys Pryor of Hopkinsvillc and Elsie Danks of Enid. Okla; 16 grandchildren and seven greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Zollie P. Perkins
Services for Mrs. Zollie P. Perkins will be at 2 p.m. Thursday in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home with Dr. Greg Earwood
01ficiating.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home after 5 p.m.
Wednesday.
Mrs. Perkins, 86, Murray, died at 8:52 a.m. Monday at Westview
Nursing Home.
Born May 16, 1908 in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Charles Henry and Eula Ethel Hale Beaman.
She was preceded in death by her husband Howard W. Perkins, one
son Charles Boyd Perkins, and one sister Mary Frances Hughes.
Survivors include three brothers, Harold G. Beaman of Murray.
Victor D. Beaman of St. Louis. Mo., and Galen L. Beaman and wife
Bernetta of Missouri City, Texas.

J.D. Wall
Funeral services for J.D. Wall were today at J.H Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Greg Earwood officiated.
Burial followed in Murray City Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Paul Scott, Dr. John R. Quertermous, Dan Kelly,
Harvey Walker, Mickey Carter and Jackie Newberry.
Honorary pallbearers were Pat Redden, Jewel Conner, Coleman
McKeel and C.D. Vinson
Wall, 79, Murray, died at 6:15 p.m. Sunday at his home.
Born Jan. 25, 1915 in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Stanley Wall and Gracie Clayton Wall.
Survivors include his wife Mary Cope Wall; two sons. David Wall
and wife Shirley, and Dan Wall, all of Murray; one sister, Marjorie
Lassiter of Murray; two grandchildren, Shane Wall and wife Deena of
Columbus, Ga., and John Wall of Murray; two nieces, Andrea Hogancamp of Murray and Lynette Tatlock of Little Rock, Ark.

William (Bill) Etherton
Funeral services for William (Bill) Etherton will be at 2 p.m. Tuesday (today) in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Bro. Henry Hargis and the Rev. Joe Eaton will officiate.
Pallbearers will be James Neale, M.D. Mitchell, J.B. Burkeen, Gene
Johnson, Gordon Burris, Glen Hale and Hafton Garner.
Brother-in-laws will be honorary pallbearers.
Etherton, 65, Murray, died at 3:43 a.m. Sunday it Western Baptist
Hospital in Paducah.
Born Oct. 8, 1928, he was the son of the late Robert H. and Gladys
Ehnore Etherton.
Survivors include his wife Elaine Garland Etherton; three sons,
Mark Etherton of Murray; Terry Etherton and wife Pat of Dahlgren,
Va., and Steve Etherton of St. Louis, Mo.; one brother, Robert (Bob)
Etherton and wife Jean of Murray; one grandchild and one stepgrandchild.

Mow It. Rake It. Bale It.

IF COLLEGE
IS IN YOUR
CHILDS FUTURE,
U.S. SAVINGS
BONDS
SHOULD BE IN
YOUR PRESENT

Are You Earning

Mrs. Modena C. Wilcox, 99, Murray. died at 9 a.m. Tuesday at
Wcstview Nursing Home.
Arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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Mrs. Estelle Grogan, 84, Murray, died at 8:50 a.m. Tuesday at
Westvicw Nursing Home.
Arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

M. WAYNE
BENNETT

Wesley Russell Ellegood

Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
502-759-1880

Funeral services for Wesley Russell Ellegood will be Wednesday at
II a.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Richard
Denton officiating. Burial will be in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may. call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 9 p.m.
Tuesday (today).
Ellegood. 71, Murray, died at 2:35 a.m. Monday at his home following an extended illness.
Born April 20, 1923 in Hickman County, he was the son of the late
Wesley H. Ellegood and Gladys Sullivan Ellegood Mitchell who
survives.
Survivors include his wife Lou Ella Gibbs Ellegood to whom he
was married Aug. 24, 1944: one son Russell Edward Ellegood of Taylor, Mich.: one sister Jeannette Brdak of Warrcn. Mich.; two grandchildren, Robert Samuel Vukson and Jason Wesley Vukson.
He was preceded in death by one daughter Judith Ann Vukson on
Sept. 14, 1993.

St. Judes needs help
with annual bike-a-thon
Si Judes' Hospital calls on all
residents to assist in a Bike-A-Thon
to raise funds for the world-famous
research center in its battle against
childhood cancer and other catastrophic childhood diseases. In the
Wheels For Life Bike-A-Thon, riders ask sponsors to make a donation
based on each mile completed. All
riders turning in money will receive
a certificate. Those who raise $30
or more will receive a certificate and
a T-shirt from Si Jude's. When $75
or more is raised,the rider receives a
sports bag in addition to the certificate and T-shirt.
Contact Milton Stokes at 4928284 for details on riding or sponsoring a rider.
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Protect The Ones you Love.
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WEST KENTUCKY
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SAVE $.50 NOW WITH
THIS ADI
Shock Collars • Bark Collars
Call Today For A
Fire Estimate

T

492-8250

I AIM/ 1.41 /II

•Financing Available
•Locally Owned & Operated

Pet Containment System

1-800-292-2434
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Si Jude Hospital was founded by
Danny Thomas and operates primarily from public support.
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REDDICK FARMS & EQUIPMENT
Rt. 1, Bardwiall,19t • 6024X1-3188 • Owner: Brad Ruddick

"Since 194Z Miller Funeral Homes has served
the families of Murray and Calloway County.
We are proud to offer courteous and dignified
services, professional personnel and quality
facilitiesand equipment. Miller FuneralHomes
will continue it's tradition of excellence and
commitment to those we serve."
- Staff of Miller Funeral Homes

We
Service
Our
Sets."
fr

Miller Funeral 1 tomes Family Includes: Dwanekmes.Licensed Funeral Director;
Tommy Walker, Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer, Thelma Miller,
Licensed Funeral Director; Howard D. Mathis. Licensed Funeral Director it
Embalmer; Rickey Garland, Apprentice and Gene Miller, Assistant
I
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- MILLER
F-t-JN-E--RTAL HOMES
311 North 4th Street • Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4612
Hazel, KY • 492-8758
We stand on the strength of our serviee

Large Screened TV
Trade-In Allowance Up to WO
Great ncn Features Including:
• Channel Guide & More!
• Remote
• Picture in Picture
• Sleep Timer & Alarm

FREE DELIVERY!
On the Square • Murray

753 1713
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